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SCIENTISTS AT THE INSTITUTE FOR

SOCIAL RESEARCH ARE REFINING

WHAT SURVEY STATISTICS REALLY MEAN:

They've Got
Your Number!
(+/ - the margin of error)

he

By Diane Swanbrow

"The sign of a truly edu-

cated man is to be deeply

moved by statistics."

George Bernard Shaw.

"The media transforms

the great silence of things

into its opposite. Formerly

constituting a secret, the

real now talks constantly.

News reports, informa-

tion, statistics and surveys

are everywhere."

Michel de Certeau.
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he phone rings, just as you're
finally sitting down to dinner. It's a
stranger who isn't selling anything but
wants the one thing you don't have: time.

You have been scientifically selected as part of a random sample
of the US population. Your answers are important since they
represent the views of tens of thousands of other citizens with
similar characteristics. Once analyzed, the caller says, the sur-
vey results will help political leaders make decisions affecting
the physical health, economic welfare and psychological well-
being of millions of American families. "Sorry," you mumble.
"I'm too tired."

With the US market for commercial survey research estimated
at more than $5 billion and the top 25 global research firms
reporting revenues of just over $8 billion a year, surveys of all
kinds have become an inescapable part of contemporary life.
That's not counting the nearly $3 billion a year federal agencies
spend on surveys or the hundreds of millions of dollars spent
on surveys conducted by academic groups like the U-M Insti-
tute for Social Research (ISR), the world's largest university-
based survey and research organization.

Clearly, the modern world has a healthy appetite for nu-
merical data.

But at the same time, there's a feeling that we may be getting
too much of a good thing. According to David Shenk, author of
Data Smog: Surviving the Information Glut, the numbing array of statis-
tics encountered on a daily basis no longer adds to the quality of
life but contributes to stress and confusion—even ignorance.

This sense of chronic overload, together with civic apathy,
concerns about personal privacy and data confidentiality, and
the frantic pace of everyday life, help explain the falling response
rates in the US and other developed countries—as low as 20
percent for some telephone polls.

Established studies, such as the monthly ISR Surveys of Con-
sumers have managed to keep response rates at about 70 percent,
but the number of calls required to complete an interview has
doubled, driving up survey costs. Some commercial research
firms have started to offer reluctant respondents $200 or more
for their cooperation. But provocative new studies are starting
to undermine the conventional wisdom, showing that high re-
sponse rates are not necessarily better than low ones after all.

If it's increasingly difficult to get people to respond to sur-

veys, it's no cinch to
find people who know
how to conduct them,
either. "The field has
become so large and
complex, and draws
on so many different
disciplines, from psy-
chology to statistics,
that it's not something
a person can learn on
the job anymore with-
out some formal train-
ing," says ISR Director
David Featherman.

That's why the ISR,
long a global leader in
longitudinal survey re-
search, sampling
methods and question-
naire design, is joining
a small but growing
group of colleges and
universities around the
world that offer certifi-
cates, master's and
doctoral degrees in
survey methodology.
Graduates won't have
to look long for work,
since government
agencies, commercial
survey firms, and aca-

demic institutions are all having trouble finding trained survey professionals.
While the demand for skilled survey researchers is growing, however, so is

public skepticism about the meaning and value of survey results. Numbers are
everywhere, but there are good numbers—honest attempts to take the measure of
our lives—and bad numbers, contrived by advocates of one ideological bent or
another. How are we, without advanced degrees in survey methodology, sup-
posed to know the difference? And even if the numbers are good, what good are
they? Following are some reflections on these and related issues by U-M faculty
members who are savvy to the secrets of the survey trade.

Groves



"Like dreams, statistics are a form of wish fulfillment." Jean Baudrillard.

M e a s u r i n g t h e W i l l o f t h e P e o p l e

"Without numbers, we can understand nothing and know nothing." Philolaus.

"What arises from an event in perfect truth can never be counted."A/o/n Badou.

' A C o m p l e t e l y B o g u s S t a t i s t i c

Robert Groves, professor of sociology, director of

ISR Survey Research Center

"Ŝ̂
urveys are only about 50 years old. Be-

fore that we relied on wise old men who made

judgments—-"There are no hungry children in

America"—and on anecdotal information. We

also had censuses, but those are so expensive

and burdensome that they're not done frequently.

Surveys are the only information-gathering tool

we have that provides quantitative information

on very large, complex populations based on in-

terviews with a very small set of people.

"The decision-making processes used in com-

merce, government and science all require the

kind of information that surveys provide, with

international research by far the fastest-growing

segment of the commercial market. As firms glo-

balize, they suddenly have to survey consumers

in 30 different countries. If they liked it in Peoria,

will they like it in Oslo? Survey questions need

to be translated into 30 different languages, and

that can't be done mechanically. It requires people

who are sensitive to nuances in language. This

kind of global measurement issue is a part of the

field that didn't exist 15 years ago.

"In democracies around the world, the num-

bers on social attitudes and policy issues are a

modern analog of measuring the will of the

people. But in politics, numbers serve as tools of

advocacy. Washington runs on surveys and the

political community is now pretty sophisticated

about what makes a good number. If you use a

question wording that's clearly biased, you will

probably be called on it. And people will prob-

ably ask for the evidence that the sample reflects

the population.

"Once people get used to numbers as a way

to make decisions, they can't get away from them.

It's a style of decision-making that seems to be

addictive—you want to see numbers as well as

get a feel for the problem. I think you can make

the case that good numbers drive out bad num-

bers, though. Once you're hooked on numbers,

then you begin to say,'Gee, is this a good num-

ber?' Or,'That's a bad number.'The process hap-

pens fastest when multiple numbers are coming

out. So the political use of survey statistics is

actually quite healthy because it leads to intense

scrutiny of survey methods."

' N o - r e s p o n s e ' s o m e t i m e s d o e s n ' t m a t t e r

Families with young children are the easiest to reach. Young, wealthy
urban singles are the hardest. Poor people living alone in large cities are
most likely to say no. "Higher crime rates, population density, and weaker
social ties are all factors in lower survey response rates," says ISR researcher
Bob Groves, co-author of a book on non-response to be published later
this year. "So is a sense of alienation."

Skilled interviewers—the turnaround artists of survey research—can of-
ten convince reluctant respondents who say they don't have time or just
don't care. But "refusal conversion" takes plenty of time and money. And
respondents who've had their arms twisted are more likely than others to
engage in another kind of non-response that complicates data analyses:
skipping complicated questions, or refusing to answer questions about
sexual behavior, drug use, or, to Americans, often the most sensitive issue
of all—income.

Just how much missing answers matter is a topic of intense debate.
With sophisticated statistical techniques like sample weighting and impu-
tation (attacked by critics as inventing data), analysts can fill in many ab-
sent answers with reasonable levels of confidence—as long as what's miss-
ing is an instance of statistically random missing. But if there's a pattern to
the "missingness," according to Groves, non-response errors are likely to
introduce new sources of bias and mar the survey results.

In one recent study showing that non-response doesn't always matter,
Groves and colleagues from George Mason University and the Pew Re-
search Center for the People and the Press compared the results of two
national telephone surveys that used identical questionnaires. One survey
was done in five days with a response rate of 36 percent—low enough to
draw fire from people who don't agree with the results. The other was
done over eight weeks, with repeated call-backs and financial incentives
boosting the response rate to a respectable 61 percent. "The two surveys
produced similar results," Groves reports, "with an average difference across
91 items of only about 2 percentage points."

In another recent study, however, published in Public Opinion Quarterly,
Groves and ISR researcher Eleanor Singer isolated a circumstance that
produces what Groves calls "non-ignorable non-response." Using data from
the 1996 Detroit Area Study, an annual face-to-face survey of Detroit metro
households conducted by the U-M for the last 50 years, Groves and Singer
identified people who reported high and low levels of community involve-
ment. More than a year later, they randomly selected 451 of these people,
and sent them advance letters (a proven response stimulator) requesting
them to fill out a questionnaire that would arrive in the mail about a week
later. Half the people got $5 along with the advance letter, the other half didn't.

Not surprisingly, 58 percent of those with high community involvement
filled out the questionnaire on the topic of assisted suicide, compared with
only 43 percent with low levels of community involvement. But getting $5
in advance boosted participation by just 16 percent among the high-in-
volvement group, compared with 42 percent among those low in commu-
nity involvement.

If, Groves reports, one aim of this survey was to report the percentage
of persons who scored "high" on community involvement in the Detroit
area, the survey estimate would be 84 percent, based on the responses
obtained without the offer of the $5 incentives. But with the incentive, the
'highly involved' segment of the community drops to 70 percent. "That,"
he says, "is non-response error in action."—DS.

Michael Traugott. professor of communication stud-

ies, senior research scientist. ISR Center for Political

Studies

"I
I t costs good money to produce good data.

Collecting data on the Internet is very low-cost,

but it frequently involves volunteer respondents—

people who go to a Website and provide informa-

tion, sometimes as many times as they want.This

violates a central principle of probability sampling:

every respondent has a known probability of se-

lection. And you can get quite predictable biases

from volunteer respondents.

"Another problem is with groups that have a

policy or legislative interest, and who collect data

that they claim represents public opinion, and then,

on the basis of those data—they produce a re-

port, issue a press release and hold a news confer-

ence.Their purpose is to get their bad data into the

national news stream and accepted by the public and

elites as essentially the truth about public opinion.

"One of the most glaring examples was the un-

veiling of the Contract with America, during which

Newt Gingrich claimed that at least 60 percent of

Americans supported every one of its 10 propos-

als.This turned out to be a completely bogus sta-

tistic, derived from a series of focus groups, not

from data that could in any legitimate way be

viewed as representative of the population.

"The public is very interested in polling infor-

mation for two reasons: learning what other citi-

zens think and communicating their preferences

and opinions to leaders. But they have almost no

power to assess what's good and what's not good.

In fact, some research shows that if you experi-

mentally manipulate the qualities of poll reports,

then you ask people how accurate they are, the

most important predictor of perceived accuracy

is whether or not the results conform to their

own view on the subject."

Traugott
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D o e s P r e m a r i t a l F a m i l i a r i t y P r o m o t e D i v o r c e ?

W e b s u r v e y s : T h e g o o d ,

t h e b a d a n d t h e u g l y Edward Rothman. professor of statistics, director, U-M Center
for Statistical Consultation and Research

As a low-cost, high-tech alternative to
traditional survey methods, Web sur-
veys pose special challenges as well as
new opportunities, according to ISR re-
searcher Mick Couper. With just over
65 million US adults now using the
Internet, representing about a third of
the country's adult population, access is
still far from universal. Even for small
groups with high Web access, such as
college students with e-mail accounts,
non-response remains a major problem.
In a recent Web survey of U-M students,
for example, researchers obtained a re-
sponse rate of just 42 percent—lower than
response rates for mail surveys of simi-
lar populations.

In the Fall 2001 issue of Public Opinion
Quarterly, an article by ISR researcher
Mike Traugott on poll performance in
the 2000 presidential campaign includes
an analysis of how Web surveys can be
co-opted to bias the results of instant
polls that record candidates' national
standing after significant campaign
events. After the first presidential debate,
seven instant polls were conducted.
"Each of the four polls conducted with
probability samples estimated that Gore
had done better, while all three of the
volunteer Web polls indicated that Bush
had done better," Traugott says.

An e-mail message Traugott cites
shows how interest groups can affect
Web polls: "We are hearing that many
liberal left wing groups will be trying to
stack the vote in favor of a Democratic
candidate by bombarding the various
news Websites which will be polling im-
mediately following the debate," read Re-
publican National Committee Chairman
Tim Nicholson's message. "In addition
to watching the debate, you should log
on to: http://www.conn.com/allpolitics
or alternatively go online at http://
abcnews.go.com/sections/politics/ and
express your support for who you think
won the debate!"

Traugott is the co-author with Paul J.
Lavrakas g^The Voter's Guide to Elec-
tion Polls (Chatham House Publishers, sec-
ond edition, 2000). -DS.
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"There are all kinds of ways that surveys can be misleading. In a

survey of crime statistics a few years ago, it was discovered that Grand

Rapids led most cities in the rate of rape and Detroit was far behind.The

reasons had to do with the definition of rape. Certain levels of assault

were counted as rape in Grand Rapids and not in Detroit. So it's always

important to understand the operational definition of what is being mea-

sured in a survey.

"Then there's the Hawthorn effect, named for a factory in Cicero, Illi-

nois, just south of Chicago, where time studies were initiated. Research-

ers would turn the lights on a little brighter in p .̂rts cf the factory, then

measure the length of time it took workers to perform certain tasks.They

discovered that people worked faster than they did when they weren't

observed by the researchers.This kind of effect can also occur in survey

research, when people respond in a way they think meets the expecta-

tions of the interviewer.

"People may also be motivated to provide information that meets their

own needs.Years ago when water levels in the Great Lakes were high, I

was working with the Army Corps of Engineers to determine the extent

of shoreline property damage. We sent surveys to people who lived in

homes along the Lake Michigan shoreline and found that property owners

reported higher levels of damage than people who were renters, even

when property owners and renters inhabited contiguous pieces of land.

There are statistical techniques for determining the extent to which this

kind of bias is going on, and obtaining answers that are probably closer to

the truth than could be obtained by guessing.

"Another common source of survey bias comes from the interpreta-

tion of the results. Some studies, for example, show that the longer you

live together prior to marriage, the more likely you are to divorce. Some

people say, well, obviously you shouldn't live together before marriage.

Others point out that people who live together tend to have lower in-

comes, and having a low income increases the chances of divorce. The

data are just sitting there. People see them through their own eyes, their

own perspectives.At the very least, we

ought to try to see things from a vari-

ety of perspectives. I'm not sure how

easy this is, though. There's a poem

by Yeats called 'For Anne Gregory.' It

begins:

Never shall a young man,

Thrown into despair...

Love you for yourself alone

And not your yellow hair.

"And it ends by observing that,

... only God, my dear,

Could love you for yourself alone

And not your yellow hair."

Rothman

H o w Q u e s t i o n - O r d e r
A f f e c t s A n s w e r s

Norbert Schwarz. professor of psychology, ISR
senior research scientist

U M,ly favorite finding is this: we did a study

where we asked students,'How satisfied" are you with

your life? How often do y o u have a date?' The two

answers wers not statistically related—you would con-

clude that there is no relationship between dating fre-

quency and life satisfaction. But when we reversed the

order and asked,'How often do you have a date? How

satisfied are you with your life?' the statistical relation-

ship was a strong one.You would now conclude that

there is nothing as important in a student's life as dat-

ing frequency.

"This is an example of a question-order effect—

which is just one of many ways that survey questions

can affect the answers we receive. Most questions do

not influence one another. But when questions are sub-

stantively related, then question-order effects like this

one are among the most stable and reliable findings in

the survey research literature.

"We wanted to look at what happens to question-

order effects as people age, because as we age, our

memory gets worse, and as memory gets worse, we

figured that questions asked earlier in the survey

wouldn't have as much influence.

"We found that question-order effects disappear as

people get older. Some people said this finding didn't

mean much.They said it could just reflect the fact that

when we're old, we've finally figured out what our

views are, and our opinions aren't influenced as much

by context.

"Now, it's not clear why it would take 60 years to

figure out what you believe! But to see if that was the

case or not, we did follow-up studies in the laboratory

to compare older people whose working memories

were very good, older people whose working memo-

ries were not so good, and younger people. And we

found that older adults with good working memories

still showed the same question-order effects as younger

adults, whereas for older adults with poor working

memories, question-order effects pretty much dis-

appear.

"We also looked at the effect of age on another

well-established way that questions affect answers: re-

sponse-order effects. By and large people are more

likely to agree with the last choice mentioned in a phone

interview, but the first choice presented in a written

questionnaire. If older adults have finally figured out

what they believe, in contrast to the rest of us, you

should see response-order effects also decrease with



"Life, itself, which is already half enslaved, circumscribed, streamlined or reduced to a

state of subjection, has great difficulty in defending itself against the tyranny of time-

tables, statistics, quantitative measurements and precision instruments...." PaulVakry.

"Reality is what we pay attention to." Hazel Henderson.

1J .

Sckwarz

age, just like question-order effects do. But

that's not what we found. Response order ef-

fects go up with age.What memory loss does

is attenuate question-order effects while it in-

creases response-order effects.

"So when people cite various survey find-

ings to show that older people are more con-

servative, say, than younger people, some of

the conclusions may to some extent be a re-

sult of the way the questions were asked.To

see how question-order and response-order

influence the findings, you should split the

sample so you ask the question one way to

one group, another way to another group.Then

you would be able to get a better handle on

this problem and adjust for these effects in

your analyses of the results. But many surveys

do not do this."

P u b l i c c o n c e r n s a b o u t p r i v a c y a n d
d a t a c o n f i d e n t i a l i t y

How Age Influences Answers

"Do you think it should be possible for a pregnant woman to obtain a legal abor-
tion if she is married and does not want any more children?" (Question A)

"Do you think it should be possible for a pregnant woman to obtain a legal abor-
tion if there is a strong chance of serious defect in the baby?" (Question B)

In 1979, U-M researcher Howard Schuman asked these two questions as part of the
Detroit Area Study, with half the 777 respondents asked in A-B order and half in B-A
order. He found that support for abortion because a woman "does not want any more
children" (A) was higher when this question was asked first and dropped dramati-
cally when preceded by the child defect question (B). "This experiment has been
repeated many times," notes psychologist Norbert Schwarz. "Although the absolute
numbers vary, the pattern remains the same."

Schwarz and colleagues Barbel Knauper at McGill University in Montreal and
Denise Park at the U-M recently re-analyzed these data and found that the question-
order effect decreased dramatically with respondent age. While 69 percent of respon-
dents age 18-54 supported abortion in the case of a woman who "does not want any
more children" when Question A was asked first, only 50 percent did so when Ques-

tion B was asked first, as expected. For
respondents age 65 and older, however,
question order made no difference.

In a survey on divorce, age had the
opposite effect on response-order effects,
Schwarz and his colleagues found. Older
respondents were no more likely than
younger people to say that divorce
should be more difficult to obtain when
"more difficult" was presented as the
middle of three answer choices. But
when "more difficult" was the last choice
presented, older people were much more
likely than younger respondents to en-
dorse this choice as the answer.

Figure I: Percent "yes" to children question

18-54(490) 55-59(129) 60-64(93) 65-89(65)

Age in years (n)

Singer

How worried are you about your personal privacy? Do you think people's
rights to privacy are well-protected? Do you feel that people have lost all
control over how personal information about them is used? If privacy is
going to be preserved, does the use of computers need to be strictly regu-
lated? Does the government know more about you than it really needs to
know?

As part of a series of surveys for the US Census Bureau, ISR researcher
Eleanor Singer analyzed the answers to these five questions provided by a
cross-section of the US population from 1995 to 2000. She constructed a
"privacy index," with higher scores indicating higher concerns about pri-
vacy. The average scores on the index changed from 15.2 in 1995 to 14.9 in
2000, suggesting that concerns about privacy have declined slightly but sig-
nificantly during that time.

"Of course, a substantial number of people are still concerned about pri-
vacy," Singer says. "In the spring of 2000, when the survey was conducted,
25 percent said that they were 'very worried' about their personal privacy,
and 43 percent 'strongly agreed' that the government knows too much about
them."

Singer cautions against over-generalizing from the slight drop in the over-
all privacy index, noting that the percentage who are 'very worried' about
their personal privacy actually increased from 22 to 25 percent over the five-
year period studied, while the percentage strongly agreeing that government
knows too much about them dropped from 53 to 43 percent during the same
period.

Singer and ISR colleague John Van Hoewyk also asked about attitudes
toward data confidentiality. One of the questions: "Do you believe other
agencies, outside the Census Bureau, can or cannot get people's names and
addresses along with their answers to the census, or are you not sure?"

While the researchers found a significant increase between 1996 and 2000
in the proportion correctly replying that other agencies cannot get raw Cen-
sus Bureau data, from 6.1 percent to 17.3 percent, the latter figure still repre-
sents a small minority of the population, they note.

And, says Singer, "Although public awareness and knowledge about the
confidentiality of census data has increased, support for data sharing has
declined, widi those strongly opposed to other government agencies sharing
data with the Census Bureau now outnumbering those strongly in favor by
almost two to one." MT

MICHIGAN TODAY ,



U-M responds to terrorists' assaults
0n Sept. 11, a day of national tragedy

that brought grief to all corners of the na-
tion, the University displayed solidarity, com-
passion and strength. Almost immediately
after the first plane hit the World Trade Cen-
ter in New York, faculty, staff and students
sprang into action to provide relief for survi-
vors, friends and family.

At noon, President Lee C. Bollinger an-
nounced to the campus that "out of respect
and grief for the magnitude of this loss, the
University will suspend all classes today, ef-
fective immediately."

"Although we wish it were not so, many
members of our community will be seriously
and personally affected by this loss," Bollinger
said. "I ask that we draw together today to
sustain our community in every way possible.
I encourage faculty and staff to reach out to
students in their classes this week and
throughout our campus, using class time to
discuss and reflect. I ask that faculty dedicate
tomorrow's classes to that end."

Lisa A. Tedesco, U-M interim provost
and vice president and secretary of the Uni-
versity, and E. Royster Harper, vice president
for student affairs, told the campus that "re-
gardless of ethnic or national origin, we stand
together in our grief and concern. We are
committed to the safety and security of ev-
ery member of this community and reaffirm
our enduring respect for all who are a part of
die University of Michigan family."

William Bess, director of public safety, said
the Department of Public Safety was attend-
ing to security issues and working with local,
state and federal agencies as appropriate. A
bomb threat affecting the Literature, Science
and Arts Building was called in at noon. The
building was evacuated and thoroughly in-
vestigated including being swept with a spe-
cially trained dog, but nothing was found.

A gathering of 15,000 students, faculty, staff and
members of the community held a vigil on the
Diag on the evening of the aerial atrocities.

6 Fall 2001

Campus responses to tragedy
On Sept. 14, the University observed the National Day of Prayer and Re-

membrance in a variety of ways, but classes were held as scheduled.
School of Music students and faculty led in Hill Auditorium a public com-

memoration of die tragedies.
U-M officials said the tragedy would not weaken U-M's commitment to

international education or alter application and admission policies.
The Office of News and Information Services assembled a list of faculty

who are available to comment on the Sept. 11 terrorist attack. This list is up-
dated regularly. Areas of expertise include: aeronautics, architecture, business,
civil liberties, dental, health, history, international strategic policy, medical and
psychiatric trauma, Middle East, military, psychology (general), psychology of
children, terrorism, and US students abroad. Odier areas not currently listed
may be available upon request.

Web managers and University communicators have worked continually
to keep the Gateway page, www.umich.edu, up to date with developments and
information.

We should not allow terrorists
'to take our rights as well'

Sept. 11 editorial excerpted with permission of the Michigan Dally

Yesterday morning, the collective sense of American security was shattered
by an overwhelming terrorist attack—the worst of its kind on American soil. In
the face of this catastrophe, an understandable feeling of futility surrounds the
people of this nation. A motivation toward action is justified, but caution must
be exercised. The events that transpired yesterday are tragedy enough, without
being exacerbated by the immediate scramble to point fingers. This situation
supersedes political ideals, affiliations or objectives. Of utmost importance at
this point is respect for the lost and immediate action to aid the living.

It is a natural human instinct to seek answers to die multitude of questions
involving who is guilty of this crime. However, the backlash to diis event must
be tempered by a sincere attempt at rationality.

Unfortunately, die race-baiting experienced by Japanese-Americans in the
wake of Pearl Harbor seems to have been visited upon Arab- and Muslim-
Americans following recent terrorist attacks....|Tjn "enlightened" Ann Arbor
reports of harassment and violence against Arab and Muslim students trickled
in yesterday. The harassment caused enough unease in the Arab/Muslim stu-
dent population diat the Muslim Student Association distributed an e-mail cau-
tioning Arab/Muslim students to, "always be in groups of two or more" and
"never be out after dark, unless absolutely necessary." Stigmatizing any group
because of racially fueled motives is inexcusable, and we should come together
to ensure that everyone feels safe on this campus and in Ann Arbor.

The perpetrators of yesterday's assault have already taken more than we can
comprehend; we should not allow their actions to be an excuse to take our
rights as well.

These attacks will illicit a response unheard of in American history. The
question is not whether the United States will react to the worst act of terrorism
in our history, but what sort of reaction mere will be. Our nation needs to temper
its response and avoid knee-jerk reactions to this disaster

Many units hold
panel discussions

To help better understand the recent terrorist
attacks on America, the University of Michigan
International Institute presented a panel discus-
sion Sept. 18 at Hill Auditorium, "Terrorism and
Globalization: International Perspectives."

President Bollinger presented the opening re-
marks. Michael D. Kennedy, Vice Provost for
International Affairs and Director of the Interna-
tional Institute, moderated. The event was heavily
attended by the U-M community and the public.

One of the panelists, Linda Lim, associate pro-
fessor of business administration and the
Institute's associate director, said that "support
for or opposition to the United States in its war
against mainly Muslim terrorists elsewhere, is not
die simple matter of universal good versus evil
that it seems to be to many Americans. Govern-
ments previously chastised by the US for human
rights violations in their internal crackdowns on
Islamic radicals are suddenly claiming that die
recent events vindicate their own tough and gen-
erally unpopular internal security actions."

Lim said that her "pro-American friends" in
the Islamic world, primarily in Asia, "voiced their
despair and sympathy with die dominant local
sentiment expressed in the media and by ordi-
nary citizens."

But, Lim continued, they also ask, "Why does
America privilege only its grief and its suffering,
ignoring the sufferings of others who have long
suffered as much, if not more, sometimes at the
hands of US foreign policy itself? Why does
America demand and expect compassion only for
z'& victims of terrorism, widiout showing any com-
passion for the innocent victims of many other
terrorisms, or of its own military actions, particu-
larly in the Middle East? Why does America sup-
port repressive regimes in the Muslim world
which it calls 'moderate' but whose own citizens
only experience as despotism? Why does
America know and care so little about the rest
of the world?"

Lim said that "Vietnam alone suffered as many
as two million civilian deaths" during its war
against the United States, "yet Vietnam is now
on good terms with the US, having exchanged
ambassadors and signed a trade treaty within the
past year. Given the enormity of their sufferings,
ordinary Vietnamese today bear Americans re-
markably little rancor. Hopefully with the pas-
sage of time, reflection and understanding,
Americans too will eventually learn to forgive
others as they themselves have been forgiven."

Business School Dean Robert Dolan focused
on the lines between the nation's business prac-
tices brought an attack on the World Trade Cen-
ter. Using business advertisements as examples,
Dolan said that while the international trend had
been toward global markets and standardization,
the attack could result in a localization of various
business markets. The US, he said, should con-
tinue on the road to globalization of markets.

Javed Nazir, a Michigan Journalism Fellow and
former editor of the Frontier Past, a Pakistan news-



paper, told how, last winter, he and a team at his
newspaper ran a letter to the editor from a Jew-
ish American decrying the dangers of Muslim
fundamentalism. He and his wife—both Mus-
lims—received death threats, he said, and later
the US-backed Pakistani authorities closed down
the paper, after which someone burned down its
offices. According to Nazir, America hasn't always
been morally right, often supporting certain groups
and governments over the greater good.

Making comparisons between the American at-
tack and a 1999 terrorist attack in Russia,
Alexander Knysh, chair of Near Eastern Stud-
ies, shared how the Russians became frustrated
over time with their government's inability to
identify and locate the culprits of the attack. Most
chilling, he said, was the realization that over time,
except for the families of those killed, most people
simply forgot about the attack.

Prof. Kenneth Lieberthal, professor of politi-
cal science and former Special Assistant to US
President Clinton, terrorists' goals are to make
Americans feel insecure and demoralized, and to
create conditions that will drive the US out of
the Middle East. "This is a dirty business; fun-
damental things did change on Sept. 11,"
Lieberthal said during the Sept. 18 panel discus-
sion "Responding to Terrorism" in Hill Audito-
rium, sponsored by the Ford School of Public
Policy. Other panelists included public policy
Prof. Robert Axelrod and urban planning Prof.
David Thacher.

More than 100 students gathered in the Michi-
gan Union Ballroom for a Sept. 19 Teach-in,
"Terrorism: A Perversion of Islam." More than
40 University groups joined together to orga-
nize the event.

Panelist Brenda Abdella '03 of Algonac, Michi-
gan, a member of the Arab Students Association,
said it is only the skewed understanding of Islam
among many Americans that causes some to be
unable to separate the radical beliefs of a few Mus-
lims from a large group of rational people.

The Law School sponsored a panel discussion,
"International Law, the Use of Force, and the Re-
sponse to the Terrorist Attack of September 11"
at the school on Sept. 21. Law School Dean Jef-
frey S. Lehman chaired the panel, which included
Karima Bennoune, Robert Howse, Bruno Simma
and Eric Stein, all professors from the U-M Law
School.

At a Sept. 25 Department of Near Eastern
Studies symposium/teach-in featuring eight fac-
ulty members on the topic "The US, the Middle
East and Islam: Reflections on the Current Cri-
sis," Mark Tessler, professor of political science,
addressed perceptions and attitudes in the Arab
world, especially the question: "How much anti-
Americanism is actually out there?" He asserted
that there "certainly is some [anti-Americanism]
but our conception is vastly exaggerated." He
noted that this sentiment, where present in the
Arab world, is usually based on America's for-
eign policy toward Israel, toward Iraq and "above
all, perpetuation of the status quo."

Bollingers open home to University 'family'

University President Lee Bollinger and his wife, Jean Magnano
Bollinger, opened their home Sept. 16 to University students in need of
what the president's wife described as a 'home away from home.'

Alumni Association to report
on U-M casualties

In a message to Michigan alumni/ae, Steve Grafton, director of the Alumni
Association, said that the attacks were "personally devastating for members of
the Michigan alumni family," an undetermined number of whom were missing
as Michigan Today went to press. "In order to gather information and to make it
available to all alumni," Grafton continued, "we have created a website for alumni
to report about themselves or others and to search for information about friends
and classmates. Please visit http://www.umich.edu/~umalumm/inmemoriam/ for
information about U-M alumni/ae who perished in the attacks or are still miss-
ing. Scholarships are being set up in their names.

Grafton invited members of the U-M community to email their ideas on how
to honor alumni/ae killed in the attacks to m.alumni@umich.edu.

Scholarship fund memorializes son

By Judy Malcolm
Office of Development

The family of Josh Rosenthal, one of the victims of the Sept. 11 tragedy at the
World Trade Center, has established a fund at the University in his memory. An
investment portfolio manager, Rosenthal was senior vice president of the firm
Fiduciary Trust Company International, working in the South Tower.

Rosenthal, 43, who graduated from LS8cA in 1979, served on the University's
investment advisory committee. His mother, Marilynn Rosenthal, is a professor
of medical sociology at U-M-Dearborn.

Gifts of cash or securities can be made to the fund. Checks should be made
payable to the University of Michigan with Josh Rosenthal Scholarship Fund
noted on the check or in an accompanying note. Checks may be sent to: Josh
Rosenthal Scholarship Fund, The University of Michigan, c/o Susan Feagin, VP
for Development, 3003 S. State St., Ann Arbor, MI 48109. For more informa-
tion, call (734) 647-6030.

Gifts of Securities may be made through the Treasurer's Office. For more in-
formation, contact Renee Winkler, (734) 647-3451.

Bollinger leaving U-M
for Columbia presidency

President Lee Bollinger has decided to
leave Michigan to accept an offer to lead
Columbia University, beginning in the
2002 academic year, the University an-
nounced Oct. 4.

"I have agreed to allow Columbia Uni-
versity to submit my name to its Board
of Trustees as the recommended candi-
date for president," Bollinger told the U-M
community in an email letter. "I trust that
those who know Jean and me, and I hope
those who don't, will understand how
difficult this decision has been for us.

"After 21 years on the faculty of Law
and now five as president, this Univer-
sity has become embedded in my profes-
sional and emotional soul. This is a life
course decision for Jean and me, arrived
at after reflecting on our years ahead to-
gether. There will be other times and oc-
casions on which to review the
extraordinary achievements and initia-
tives launched over the past several years.
I would only say now that, because all
these undertakings have emerged from the
work and aspirations of the community, I
am sure they will be sustained over time."

Earlier this year, Bollinger, who took
office in 1997, was a top candidate for
Harvard's presidency, but he lacked per-
sonal ties with that school, which picked
an alumnus, Lawrence Summers.
Bollinger is a graduate of Columbia's law
school, his wife, the artist Jean Magnano
Bollinger has an MA from Columbia, and
his daughter Carey is a Columbia law stu-
dent now.

Bollinger is leaving U-M after the
launching of numerous multimillion dol-
lar development projects—including the
$700 million Life Sciences Initiative—and
a search for a permanent provost to re-
place Nancy Cantor, who left this sum-
mer to head the University of Illinois. Lisa
Tedesco is serving as interim provost
while the presidential and provost
searches proceed.

In an Oct. 8 statement, the Board of
Regents said they "valued Lee Bollinger's
leadership and the many key initiatives
he has nurtured that have kept the Uni-
versity of Michigan among the very best
universities in the world." They added
that they had seen "time and time again
that the University's tremendous energy
and remarkable intellectual momentum
transcend any of its individual leaders."
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Student experience enriched by

Throu By Rachel Ehrenberg
(U-M News and Information Services)

Stimpson, Lee and Buckley

while some of us look back on a junior year
abroad as the most rewarding aspect of our undergradu-
ate career, many U-M students are learning the mores of
a different culture right here in Ann Arbor. Instead of jet-
ting off to Europe, they're settling into UROP, the Un-
dergraduate Research Opportunity Program. The
program teams first- or second-year students with faculty
researchers, exposing them to primary research, a com-
munity traditionally reserved for graduate students and
professors.

Most undergraduate mentor programs are reserved for
students who usually have faculty mentors, and are al-
ready headed toward postgraduate education. In the late
1980s a body of higher education literature suggested that
traditionally underrepresented students—minorities and

women students interested in the sciences, especially on
predominantly white campuses—benefit from early engage-
ment with faculty. Research showed mentoring could be
a key to raising graduation rates from the institution and
also from certain rigorous academic disciplines.

"The thought was that if we can engage these students
in the research activities of the faculty early on, the con-
tact with a faculty member outside the classroom and a
faculty member's invitation to work with them on research
would send a very different message about the students'
academic capabilities and success in various disciplines,"
says Sandra Gregerman, UROP director.

Michigan launched UROP in 1989. Beginning with 14
student/faculty pairs, it has burgeoned into a program with
about 900 students and 600 faculty researchers. It has
added a junior/senior program for students who have not
participated in UROP and a scholars program for sopho-
mores who have completed one year in the program.

While still focusing on underrepresented students, the pro-
gram today includes students from all backgrounds and
academic levels.

In addition to introducing students to the culture and
practices of primary research, the program also provides
students with valuable skills that make difficult "gateway"
courses like chemistry and calculus more relevant,
Gregerman says, because "through the research, they see
some connection to what they are studying in class and
its applicability to various disciplines and areas of research."

Beyond connecting a student with a faculty member,
UROP also provides peer advising, career counseling and
skills workshops in technology training, library/internet
research, statistics and lab safety.

By all accounts, both faculty and students find the pro-
gram rewarding. Compared with minority students in
general, UROP participants have a 56 percent lower at-
trition rate, a National Science Foundation-funded evalu-
ation of UROP reported in 1996. And the UROP students
raised their GPAs by an average of 5 percent. To date,
UROP has received six awards, including the 1999 Presi-
dential Award for Excellence in Science, Mathematics and
Engineering Mentoring.

The following research partners indicate the range of
the program.

Support for science teachers

w,hen integrating new curricula into the classroom,
teachers must grapple with a lot more than learning new
material, especially if the curriculum requires a shift in
how they teach in addition to what they teach. Peer and
technical support for teachers are critical to the success of
curricular reform, and the School of Education's Prof.
Barry Fishman and his colleagues are providing just that
with Knowledge Networks on the Web (KNOW), an
Internet-based teacher support tool.

KNOW is a sub-project of the NSF-funded Center for
Learning Technologies in Urban Schools, and the Detroit
Urban Systemic Initiative, a collaboration aimed at middle-
school science reform= "These are very challenging mate-
rials," said Fishman of the new science curricula, including
Water Quality, Communicable Diseases, and Human Mi-
gration. "Teachers using the curriculum should be able to
look at examples of others teaching with it, they should
be able to interact with other teachers using it, and have
this support on-line. To become successful with inquiry-
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based and technology-enhanced curricula takes a lot more
than professional development workshops."

Damon Warren '02, an engineering student from De-
troit, joined Fishman's research group through UROP '
three years ago, and began doing software testing and in-
classroom teacher support. Then Fishman got a grant from
the W.K. Kellogg Foundation to increase the scale of the
project and turn it into an Internet-based support tool,
and Warren began focusing his efforts on Project KNOW.

Both Fishman and Warren work out of the Center for
Highly Interactive Computing in Education (Hi-Ce), a
multidisciplinary research group made up of students, fac-
ulty and staff from the College of Engineering, the Schools
of Information and Public Health, and the School of Edu-
cation, where it is housed. Teachers can access a variety
of Web-based science investigation tools from Hi-Ce's
homepage, as well as work sessions with other teachers
and professional development programs.

"My background was in engineering," Warren says.
"When I came to school, I was planning on graduating
and working for a big company with a cubicle to call
my own." Now he's considering graduate school in edu-
cational technology.

Fishman and Warren

A rodent with rhythms
much like ours

Y.ou arrive in Paris at 5 o'clock Monday morning,
but your body thinks it's 11 Sunday night. To hasten your
recovery from jetlag and re-set your internal clock, should
you force yourself to stay active until night falls in Paris?
Biopsychologist. Theresa Lee will tell you that the length
of time it takes to adjust depends on several things, in-
cluding your activity level, your exposure to light and
whether you are male or female.

Professor Lee is trying to understand what influences a
mammal's circadian clock—the 24 hour biological timer
that regulates and synchronizes numerous bodily rhythms
from temperature to blood pressure to the mammalian
sleep/wake cycle. The rhythms differ in the male and fe-
male degu (day-goo)—South American rodents that are

ideal for jetlag studies because like humans they are diur-
nal (day-active) and do not hibernate.

"The literature told us that female degus tend to live
where they grow up and in highly organized social groups
made up of closely related individuals," Lee says, whereas
males usually migrate. When a former student suggested
that there might be a sex difference in sensitivity to be-
havioral and physiological cues given off by other degus
in the vicinity, Dr Lee's lab began examining how well
the animals recovered from jet lag if they were in the com-
pany of non jet-lagged degus. They sent some animals on
a simulated trip to Paris or Hawaii by changing the light/
dark cycle the animals experienced forward or backward
6 hours, and then paired the degus who'd taken the simu-
lated trip with degus that were already accustomed to the
light/dark cycle of the destination. The male jetlagged
degus took just as long to recover as they do without a
companion, but jetlagged females paired with an already
adjusted degu recovered in half the time it usually takes.

Lee and her colleagues subsequently discovered that
males are indeed sensitive to cues from other animals;
you just have to give them a lot more of the cues or fiddle
with their hormones-specifically, remove their testoster-
one. This led to several studies of the role odor plays in
the circadian cycle, and for the past year UROP student
Cheryl Stimpson, a senior zoology-anthropology- French
major from Ann Arbor, has been examining the effects of
exposing "jetlagged" degus to different odors. Now work-
ing on her senior thesis, she is investigating male and fe-
male responses to light intensity, and how estrogen and
testosterone affect the response.

"I really enjoy being able to do something that relates
to what I might do after I graduate," Stimpson says. "The
great thing is getting to try things out before going into
the real world."

Tiffany Buckley '03, of Southfield, Michigan, a UROP
student and psychology major, is examining the effect of
timed exercise on circadian rhythms in the degu. Cor-
rectly timed exercise may help travelers recover from jetlag,
she says. "I never thought of myself as interested in re-
search. I never thought of it as a career, but now I think it
is something I might do," adds Buckley, who is consider-
ing pursuing a graduate degree in psychology. "Parts of it
can be daunting at times, but the mentoring in the pro-
gram is really great."

Both Buckley and Stimpson have also worked on a study
of spatial reasoning in degus and how it correlates to the
amount of amaloid plaque in their brains. Degus natu-
rally form the plaque, which also forms in the brains of
people widi Alzheimer's disease.

Learning to read the 'original stuff'

If you've ever studied a foreign language you may have
been struck by the similarities between various words and
their English counterparts. English father is voter in Ger-
man, padre in Spanish and Italian, and pere in French. Such
similarities reflect these languages' membership in the vast
Indo-European language family, which includes Slavic,
Germanic, Romance, Indo-Iranian and many others, all

descendants of more ancient languages like Latin, Greek
and Sanskrit.

Less widely known, says Vitaly Shevoroshkin, profes-
sor of linguistics and of Slavic languages and literatures,
is that Indo-European is the daughter of a more ancient
tongue, Nostratic.

Just as Indo-European was reconstructed in the 19th

century, Nostratic, according to Shevoroshkin and other
Nostraticists, was independently reconstructed in the 1960s
by two Soviet linguists, the late V. M. Hlich-Svitych and
Aaron B. Dolgopolsky. Nostratic (from the Latin 'noster'
meaning 'our') language, was spoken 14,000 years ago
and yielded six main lineages: Indo-European, Uralic (in-
cludes Finnish, Estonian and Hungarian) , Afro-Asiatic
(from which Ethiopian, Hebrew, Arabic and many Afri-
can languages derived), and Dravidian (spoken in India
and nearby regions), Altaic (Turkic, Mongolian and Tungusic)
and Kartvelian (Georgian, Chechen, Adyghe, Abkhazian).

It was an interest in Illich-Svitych's d ic t ionary of
Nostratic, finished and published after his death, that re-
sulted in U R O P student David Kamholz's undertaking
an intensive independent study in Russian with Professor
Shevoroshkin. "Dave was interested in the dictionary, but
he wanted to read the original stuff." Shevoroshkin says,
"so we ended up having a very scientific and thorough
discussion of Russian."

Kamholz, a junior from Ann Arbor, describes his ety-
mological journey into Russian as one he never could have
gotten in a normal language class, where conversational
vocabulary and speech is often the focus. As he grappled
with the language he quickly became overwhelmed by his
growing lists of vocabulary words and realized a better
approach was to take the words apart and learn the roots.

"You can't just know one Indo-European language, you
have to know several to see how the roots fit together,"
says Kamholz, who has also studied Spanish, Portuguese,
German, Italian and French. "Since I learned about Indo-
European I very much wanted to understand how it all fit
together. Russian has enhanced my understanding of Indo-
European, and if I want to understand Nostratic, I have
to understand Indo-European." MT

Shevoroshkin and Kamholz
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Disabled students have had enough of hearing

others speak for them, so they collaborated on

a video that tells their story loud and clear:

'And You Can
uote Me
nThaf

By Lisa A. Goldstein

hen most people think about diversity, issues like race
and culture immediately come to mind. But it's only recently that disabili-
ties are being considered as well. College students with disabilities rang-
ing from dyslexia, vision impairment and anxiety disorder are lobbying
for such inclusion on camera. Look at me, they say. I have a right to be
included; I have a right to be heard. And You Can Quote Me On That, a
documentary video produced at the University of Michigan, gives them a
voice. And it's loud and clear.

It all started with Rachel Arfa '00. Actually, it really started in her jun-
ior year with the Winter 1999 Theme Semester, Diversity: Theories and Prac-
tices. Since the 1980s, various U-M academic units have focused on a
theme—on such topics as evil, food, the 18th century, death, comedy and
the environment—and offered classes, lectures, cultural programs and other
events related to it. Students and faculty can determine their involvement
in the thematic offerings as they wish.

Arfa, who is deaf, looked over the information and was inspired to do
something to promote disability awareness. Forget class credit—what the
University needed was an event to open everyone's eyes, she said. "I was
shocked to see that there was nothing related to disabilities," she remem-
bered. "I felt that disabilities were considered a crucial part of diversity,
since your experience as a person with a disability shapes the way you see
the everyday world and go through life."
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Graphics from the video And You Can Quote Me On That, Pat McCune, executive producer; Scott Mann, producer/director/
videographer.

"They expect me to be a supercripple. But I'm not a
supercripple. I'll be damned if I'll be a supercripple. I mean,
I've been there, and I'm not going to do it. If people think
I'm not being independent, well, I don't know what else
they want. I live here by myself. I live in this apartment by
myself and I run my business by myself. And if that's not
being independent, then I don't know what is.That's tough
s**t.And you can quote me on that."—Matt Conaway '99
in And You Can Quote Me On That.

When Arfa came up with the idea to incorpo-
rate disability into the diversity theme semester,
she met with Pat McCune, coordinator for the
U-M initiative Dialogues on Diversity and ad-
ministrator for the theme semester. McCune had
roughly $60,000 in grant money for projects by
faculty, students and staff. Before Arfa ap-
proached her, no one had ever mentioned doing
a program on disabilities as part of diversity.
When asked why, McCune said, "I believe that
America in general is sidetracked by the mistaken
idea that diversity refers only to black/white issues."

McCune asked Arfa what she would do if she

could do anytfiing to educate people about disabili-
ties. Arfa said she would make a movie if she had
the money. At first she thought McCune was ask-
ing a hypothetical question. But when McCune
then asked her how her movie would differ from
others, she realized McCune was serious. Arfa re-
plied, "Many movies portray people with disabili-
ties as very helpless, rather than being seen as
individuals with abilities, skills and talents to con-
tribute. It is usually caretakers, faculty, support
services people who get to talk, but not the actual
people with disabilities. Where is their voice?"

McCune agreed. She didn't want people with
disabilities to be talked about as objects. She wanted
them to be "the subjects representing themselves,"
and as representative as possible.

"/ had really heinous things said by one of the deans. 'If you
have the disabilities you claim, you don't belong in this school,
in the profession of law.'Some people have ignorant attitudes
about disabilities."—Brian Pomerantz '00 JD just moved to
London, England to begin work for a British firm.



Arfa described the experience as a successful collabora-
tion of student activism working with University admin-
istration toward the same goals. McGune said that had
Arfa not approached her program, most likely she would
have looked at other groups such as international students,
before thinking of students with disabilities.

Only 13 students are featured on video, but their expe-
riences are quite varied. Close to 30 minutes in length,
the open-captioned video comprises six parts: Challenges,
Accommodations, Transformations, Stereotypes, Identity
and Diversity.

Participants speak against a black background, making
their words the primary focus. Footage of the campus, the
students interacting in their everyday environment and
scenes from a play written and performed by Mentality, a
student group dedicated to raising awareness about mental
health issues (see "Contagious Empowerment" by Ian Reed
Twiss, Spring 1999 issue), are interspersed throughout.

"When you have a group of students who are just the same, you
really limit what you can learn and take in."—Cynthia Overton -
PhD student in the Educational Studies program specializing in
EducationalTechnology.

When each person speaks, the name and major are
shown at the bottom of the screen. The disability is some-
times visible, such as when the speaker is in a wheelchair,
but otherwise is identified only by what the speaker says.
"The beauty of this movie, in addition to the stories, is
that it doesn't label or identify the person's disability, so
you really see who the people are, rather than your ste-
reotype of what the disability is," Arfa said.

"I would rather be a student who doesn't need this extra assistance.
I'd also like people to see that we're just students, too. We're just like
everyone else, and we want the same things in life, not something so
foreign and different."—Heidi Lengyel '01 hopes to go onto gradu-
ate school and become a clinical psychologist working with people
who have chronic illnesses and/or disabilities.

Supported by funding from Dialogues on Diversity, the
videomakers taped the scenes over the course of a year.
In the fall of 2000, the movie premiered in the Michigan
Union before a packed audience of more than 300. Many
faculty and staff members have seen it in subsequent show-
ings. Former Provost Nancy Cantor showed the film to

the deans and execu-
tive officers and ar-
ranged for a
screening before the
Regents at their Sep-
tember meeting.

The video's impact
is being felt far beyond
Ann Arbor. It won an
Addy award for best
regional public service
announcement by the
Ann Arbor Ad Club,
a chapter of the Ameri-
can Advertising Fed-

- —• - • • ••— — O

Arfa

eration, and advanced to the club's na-
tional competition.

A number of other campuses have cre-
ated awareness videos, said Sam
Goodin, director of U-M Services for
Students with Disabilities (SSD), but And
You Can Quote Me is distinguished by "not
being scripted, which is what made it
so good." SSD works with more than
500 of the University's 37,800 students,
Goodin says, or about 2 percent of the
student population.

"Do I see myself as part of the University's
diversity that they spend so much time on? No, I
don't think so. I think the University prides itself
so much on diversity and, you know, African Ameri-
cans, homosexuals or whatever, but I think the
disability population is kind of, I don't want to
say hidden, but it's just not noticed as much and
really paid attention to as much as some of the
other groups on campus."—Carey Larabee '02,
majoring in Sports Management & Communication in the Division of
Kinesiology.

One of the students at the premiere, Amy Frank '00 of
West Bloomfield, Michigan, felt the video "brings every-
one closer to an existence accessible to everyone." Even
though she counted people with disabilities among her
friends, Frank said that it wasn't until she saw the movie
that she realized that her depression was considered a dis-
ability. "It can interfere with success at the University, with
social interactions and life in general," she said. "This was
an important thing for me to see."

Joanne Alnajjar '01 of Bloomfield Hills, Michigan, said
the video "opened my eyes to a different way of experi-
encing Michigan—a school that prides itself on diversity."
She said she now understands how political the move-
ment for disability rights is and how little is being done to
overcome the injustices to disabled people.

Royster Harper, U-M's vice president for Student Af-
fairs, was "moved beyond words" when she saw the video
and has become one of its ardent supporters. "The video
helped me to better understand the experiences of stu-
dents with disabilities," Harper said. "There are few things
more powerful than walking a mile in someone else's shoes."

Harper plans to talk with the Regents about efforts to
make the campus more inclusive. "I think the video has
changed behaviors, educated others about the experiences
of our students and caused us to think about policies and
practices that we have in place that may create obstacles
to students with disabilities' educational success," Harper said.

• "/ also think there's maybe something scary about it [disability],
because it could be any of us. Any one of us could become disabled.
And maybe it's hard to look into that mirror. Ideally, universities and
particularly U-M will be a place that says it's not the law that moti-
vates us to do this, because we believe in diversity. We believe in pro-
viding education to as many different kinds of people as we can. We just
want people to be able to learn and contribute."—-Jack Bernard - '96 JD,
PhD student at the Centerforthe Study of Higher and Postsecondary
Education, University Attorney in General Counsel's Office.

McCune and other members of the U-M Council for Disability Concerns (http://
www.umich.edu/~hraa/ability/) sponsored a campuswide Investing in Ability Week in early
October. Laura Genzlinger '01 designed the theme poster.

Meanwhile , thanks to the speed of e-mail and the
Internet, she has received hundreds of requests for cop-
ies ranging from elsewhere in Michigan to Native Ameri-
can reservations in northern Alaska. All this has happened
despite the lack of marketing. Discussion guides are in
the works, and the video can be ordered for a small fee
to cover shipping and handling through the Web site for
Dialogues on Diversity, www.dialogues.umich.edu.

A doctoral candidate in history in the video, Timothy
Kaiser, was reticent when first approached about the
project. But being given the opportunity to talk about his
disability in a comfortable and nonpitying atmosphere
was great, he said. "The process of thinking about the
movie and then having to articulate about my disability
helped me to think about ways in which I can communi-
cate my needs," he said. "This has helped a lot."

Michael Gonzales, a medical student, said, "Seeing oth-
ers who feel exactly like I do and do the same things as
me makes me feel as if I do have a valid disability and am
not just slower than everyone else. T h e video has helped
me feel less alone."

Whi le recognizing the movie's success, Kaiser and
Gonzales acknowledge that the long-term effect is yet to
be seen. Gonzales said, "I don ' t diink life has changed
much at all since diat time. I didn' t expect it to, either.
Change like this does not occur overnight. Everyone has
busy lives, and there is only so much we can do."

Kaiser calls it a start. "I think it will begin the process
by first showing viewers that there are students on cam-
pus with numerous disabilities. It will give their stories
credibility, because up until this movie was made, did
anyone really care to hear the experiences?" MT

Freelancer writer Lisa Goldstein, who now lives in Pittsburgh,
helped organize open-caption films at U-M when she lived in Ann
Arbor. She conducted interviews for this story using the Telecom-
munications Relay Service, "the free Federal Communication Com-

, mission service enables people who have difficulty hearing or speaking
on t/ie telephone talk with those who don't.
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ome on, 'fess up. During your last
visit to the doctor, did you mention the
echinacea you take to ward off colds, or the
St. John's Wort that helps you maintain men-
tal equilibrium, or the ginger tea you're
drinking to calm your tummy? Probably not.
According to U-M anesthesiologist Dr.
Michael O'Reilly, a survey reported that al-
most half of adults in the United States regu-
larly take at least one vitamin, herb, mineral
or over-die-counter supplement, but most of
diem don't tell dieir physicians. "They felt
dieir doctors would know litde or nothing
about the supplements and might be biased
against diem," says O'Reilly, an anesthesi-
ologist at the U-M Medical School.

If diere's a reluctance to mention over-
the-counter supplements, people are even less
likely to talk about more unconventional
treatments, like hypnosis, magnetic devices,
relaxation techniques or various massage
therapies. But in die last year, Americans
spent some $35 billion on drugs or proce-
dures diat die medical establishment labels
"complementary or alternative medicine"
(CAM), and use of these alternatives has
grown steadily over recent decades.

The area covered by that blanket term,
CAM, is huge'. The National Institutes of
Health divides alternative medicine systems
into a number of categories:

• Homeopathy, in which practitioners
treat disease using drugs which, given to a
healthy person in minute doses, would pro-
duce symptoms similar to diose of the dis-
ease.

• Naturopathy and traditional folk-
based, which view disease as a disruption in
die process by which die body naturally heals
itself. Practitioners use a variety of techniques
aimed at restoring health radier than treat-
ing disease. Includes approaches such as
qigong (pronounced chi-gong) in China, or
reiki (ray-key) in Japan.

• Body-based systems, such as chiroprac-
tic, acupuncture or massage.

• Mind-body systems like hypnosis, bio-
feedback and meditation.

• Biologically based pharmacological,
herbal and/or nutritional regimes, including
commercial diets, used to prevent or control
illness as well as to promote health. Also
unconventional medications like chelation,
bee venom, shark cartilage, etc.

• Bioelectromagnetic (use of magnets or
delivery of electromagnetic currents).

After decades of denouncing most uncon-
ventional treatments as quackery, the allo-
pathic medical establishment (see box) is
slowly but surely coming to terms with
CAM.
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CAM medicine is

"complementary and alter-

native" to allopathic medi-

cine. Allopathy is the mod-

ern Western approach to

medicine, based on scientific

testing and report ing. It

arose early in the 20th cen-

tury as a system of "fight-

ing" the agents of the dis-

ease being treated wi th

countering remedies, as dis-

tinct from homeopathy,a sys-

tem of treating diseases with

minute amounts of agents

similar to the ones causing

the disease. What we think

of as "medicine" today—the

surgical, radiological, anes-

thetic, epidemiological, imag-

ing,-pharmacological and

other therapies—derived

from allopathic medicine.

Homeopathy, by contrast,

became associated wi th

what are often termed

"natural healing" practices.

Once dismissed as quackery, the now $35 billion 'holistic' folk-based therapies
have awakened the interest of the health-care establishment

Scientific Medicine
Examines the Alternatives By Judy Steeh

U-M News and Information Services

n 1993. the Office of Alternative Medicine was
established, and in 1998 Congress elevated it to the
National Center for Complementary and Alternative
Medicine at the National Institutes of Health (NIH).
That year saw 75 out of 117 medical schools in the
United States offer elective courses in CAM or include
CAM topics in required courses. And 1998 also
marked the establishment—with NIH funds that went
Ito only a few other such units nationwide-of the U-M
Complementary and Alternative Medicine Research
Center by the U-M Health System. Dr. Steven Boiling, B
^professor of cardiac ;surgery, heads the center with co-
director Dr. Sara Warber, lecturer in family medicine,
and their departments share its administration.

Is this sudden interest in CAM generated by that
$35 billion in consumer spending? "Of course," Boiling
says. "This is America, and money is a great motiva-
tor. If it was a $350-a-year industry, no one would pay
any attention at all."

But Boiling is quick to point out another reason why
that $35 billion is important. "It reflects the huge population that has embraced CAM in one
form or another. Most of our patients are using some alternative therapies or medications,

and many won't tell us about them," he says. "Maybe
they're afraid they'll be laughed at, or argued with. Maybe
they just forget to mention them. Whatever the reason,
we can't treat them effectively if we don't know what
they're doing, and especially if we don't know how what
they're doing might affect the more conventional thera-
pies we're prescribing."

The problem that concerns many in the medical and
nursing professions is that no one has studied most alter-
native medical practices and supplements in detail. But
where once there was scarcely any, there is now a grow-
ing body of scientific evidence about the efficacy of some
alternative treatments and their interaction with treat-
ments prescribed by a physician.

One person who worries about possible conflicts be-
tween herbal medicines and traditional treatments is Ara
G. Paul, dean emeritus of the College of Pharmacy. Paul
began teaching a class in natural products in 1957, long
before CAM became popular. "The chemistry of natural

products has always intrigued me/' he says. His course looks at natural prod- j
mcts in a scientific way, using herbal remedies that are on the market as ex- !
amples and relating them back to prescription drugs. "We also talk about)
ethnopharmacology, getting students from different countries or backgrounds
tQ talk about what they or their grandparents use in their homes," Paul says, j

A ibig question about many "natural herbal" supplements now flood-
[ing the market is, what is their quality? With no controls on their preparation
(Congress classified them as dietary supplements in 1994 rather than medi-
cines, thereby removing them from regulatory oversight), the amount of active
ingredients they contain can vary widely. In fact, many supplements don't

1 contain what they say they do or. riot in the amounts claimed. In addition, •
patients may overdose, because with no guidance they believe that more must

>etter and that-'• natural" ; itdiriatically means safe.
ike the contrary, says Paul, who believes strongly that herbs should be

standardized and regulated as drugs, just as other prescription and over-the-
counter remedies are. If there's one message he wants people to have, it's that j
"there's no line you can draw between herbs and drugs. Read my lips: Herbs
are drugs! They have side effects, they interact with food, other drugs and
each other, and some of those interactions can have serious consequences.
[Many people are aware of this, but many more aren't, and I'm afraid that
includes too many health care practitioners."

Warber said the NIH funded CAM centers specifically to address these and
similar concerns. "The goal was to generate interest in CAM in the research
community and begin to establish baseline research on some of the CAM
therapies," she says. The U-M center was established with a five-year, $6.7
[million grant to investigate CAM therapies that might help prevent, manage
and treat cardiovascular disease and its associated conditions. Other funding
comes from the American Academy of Family Practice and the Women's Health
I Division of the Food and Drug Administration.

Three tests against placebos
"There is a tremendous opportunity to improve a patient's quality of life and

save money using validated CAM therapies," says Warber, who is also a lec-
turer in family medicine. But, she notes, validation is the key. "It's essential to
use scientifically rigorous research methods to assess these therapies, in order
;to determine their effectiveness and safety," she says. "Our goal is to bring
people together to create the intellectual trust fund necessary to complete the

'tasks we've set ourselves."
Boiling agrees. "In die Orient diey say, 'We've been doing [qigong] for five

thousand years and it works, so just get on with it.' But in the West we need the
whole range of research trials with rigorous controls. Right now, acceptance of
CAM therapies is low in the medical community. That's exactly as it should
be, because we have no idea about most of those therapies—whether they help,
hurt or are neutral for our patients."

The U-M center is conducting three randomized, blind, placebo-controlled
clinical trials in cooperation with a number of departments within the Medical

School (Cardiac Surgery, Family Medicine, En-'
docrinology and Cardiology) and across cam-
pus (including Psychology, Biology and the
schools of Nursing, Pharmacy and Publici
Health), as well as with community practitioners.

I
Hawthorn and the heart

The herb hawthorn, with active constituents?
that include flavonoid pigments and procyanidin \
pigments in its flowers, berries and leaves, is said;
sto lower blood pressure and cholesterol. The
CAM hawthorn study, the "most scientific" ofl

jdie three, according to Boiling, examines a di-j
etary supplement extracted from the flowers and
leaves of die hawthorn tree as a treatment for
congestive heart failure. Headed by Dr. Keith
Aaronson, assistant professor of internal medi-
cine, and Suzanne Zick, a research investigator
\in the Department of Family Medicine, the;
project involves researchers ranging from world-;
renowned scholars to undergraduates from the
U-M Health System, the School of Pharmacy,
Jand LS&A (Biology).

Biology Professor Emeritus Peter Kaufmann
explains that the hawthorn project is a double-
blind, randomized, controlled trial of patients
with congestive heart failure. (In a blind study,
patients don't know whether they are taking the
test drug or a placebo; In a double-blind study,
die researchers don't know either,) "W^'ye got
72 patients now and hope to ge.t 120," Kaufmann

'says. Patients who are taking digoxin (a stan-
dard commercial preparation) are excluded. Pa-
tients are interviewed to obtain their medical

|histories and given several tests—a six-minuted
(walk test, blood tests, an electrocardiogram and
;an exercise test.

n another phase of the study
Kaufmann and his team, which includes
a number of undergraduates, are ana-
lyzing hawthorn caplets from a company
in Germany, where the drug is taken
much more than in die United States.
Their aim is to establish a consistent
standard and also to compare the Ger-
man product to hawthorn preparations
available here. In addition they are test-
ing to identify which, if any, of the 150
active ingredients in hawthorn may be
effective in lowering blood pressure and
cholesterol, and using chromatography
to measure varying amounts of those
constituents in the plant's flowers, leaves
and fruits.

According to Warber, the researchers
I will complete data collection in 2002 and
\ analyze their data the following year.

Qigong and postoperative pain
Qigong ("life energy") is a traditional

medical practice in China, involving, ac-
cording to its adherents, the control of
healers' and patients' energy fields to
hasten healing. It is one of many prac-
tices described as "vitalism," a belief that
the essence of life lies in a nonmaterial
force that trained, or "enlightened," per-
sons can control.

Qigong practitioners say they can
promote the healing of bone wounds

ON OUR COVER

In a meeting room in the

cardiac surgery

department, Amy Ai

demonstrates qigong

therapy on Fayeannette

Pierce, a research

assistant in the CAMRC.

Qigong masters must be

able to 'receive energy

that comes from heaven

and push it to [a

patient's] body,' Ai says. |

When ft leaves her body,

it will circle back to the

heavens.' Some

practitioners say they

can direct the energy

even if the patient is a

thousand miles away,

she reports, adding that

she is not among them.
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commonly sustained during cardiac surgery.
Boiling knows such injuries well. In addi-
tion to his heavy schedule at U-M, he vol-
unteers twice a year to travel to India,
Southeast Asia and China with a U-M team
to operate on heart patients for Project Hope,
a medical charity. The team spends a month
or so reconstructing failing mitral valves
damaged by rheumatic fever. "We operate
until our fingers are worn down to nubs,"
he says with a grin. It was on these Project
Hope visits that he became interested in
ancient systems of medicine in Asia.

HI e and the principle designer of the
qigong study, Amy Ai, a research fellow in
the Surgery Department and qigong practi-
tioner, are running the trial with Warber,
who is the principle investigator. In the study
qigong healers begin working with patients-
some of whom believe in qigong, and some
don't—while they are still in the operating
room, and continue the therapy for an hour
a day thereafter. Contemporary qigong mas-
ters tend to believe that qigong is a biophysi-
cal intervention that does not primarily
depend on belief. The study compares a
group of patients receiving standard thera-
pies with two groups receiving two differ-
ent forms of qigong.

After surgery the researchers measure
medical outcomes such as speed of recov-
ery, how much pain medication is needed
and how fast wounds heal, along with mea-
surements of mood and how long it takes
the patient to return to normal life.

A recent issue of US Mews if World Report
reported an explosion of scientific studies
exploring the link between faith and medi-
cine. Of course, therapies that combine the
two have been around for thousands of
years, but mainstream medicine has tended
to separate spiritual issues from medical
practices. Now that many patients and doc-
tors have become more interested in the
mind-body connection, there is more inter-
est in determining whether the spiritual com-
ponent—ranging from New Age meditation
techniques to traditional prayer—can demon-
strably help in the healing process.

A separate part of the qigong study is
looking at the effect of spirituality, religios-
ity and positive attitudes on postoperative
healing. Psychology Prof. Chris Peterson,
who helped design the study protocol, says,
"Many studies have shown that religious
beliefs bring comfort and help the healing
process. It doesn't matter what die religion is—
it's having a set of beliefs in the power of some-

thing beyond the purely physical that's useful."
Researchers interview patients before surgery

"to assess their spirituality, religiousness, posi-
tive attitude, general physical health, men-
tal health, quality of life and health care
practices, including the use of complementary
and alternative medicine," says Ai says, whose
doctorate is in psychological social work. "After
surgery, they are interviewed to assess their post-
operative quality of life, crisis-related growth and
psychosocial adjustment. We are trying to find
out the interaction between, spiritual, psychoso-
cial and physiological factors."

The results of this second part of the study
will be considered "exploratory," Peterson says,
and will likely be reported separately. He says
die study has two more years before findings
are reported. "I'm not assuming anything," he
says. "I won't be surprised if qigong works, or if
it doesn't. I'm a Western scientist—I can't imag-
ine how it could possibly work, but I'm keeping
an open mind.

"We're running a very hard-headed, rigorous,
blind study," he continues. "If it turns out that
qigong does help patients in a measurable way,
the results will be pretty controversial, so we need
to be absolutely sure it was done right."

Gillespie demonstrates reiki pain-control tech-
niques on co-worker Fay Harrington.

Controlling pain in diabetics
Reiki ("energy of spiritual consciousness") is described as a Japanese en- \

ergy transfer technique with pleasant, soodiing effects from Japan similar to
qigong. Its practitioners believe that disruptions in the life force cause dis-
ease; reiki healers claim to channel that life force into diseased individuals
for "rebalancing." CAM researchers are trying to determine if reiki can alle-
viate die pain associated with chronic diabetic neuropathy—burning, tin-
gling and numbness in the feet and legs. The study, under the guidance of:
endocrinologist MartinJ. Stevens and Elena Gillespie, a reiki master who is
a research associate in thoracic surgery, is following much the same course
as the qigong study, with control groups receiving either no therapy or dif-
ferent versions of reiki. According to Warber, "This is an exciting opportu-
nity. If the results of this study show that reiki has a measurable effect, it
could result in significant changes in how we manage painful neuropathy."

But what of the placebo effect, a reduction in pain or discomfort simply
because patients do better when someone is paying kind attention to them?
Boiling has a short answer. "I don't care what it is—if it works, it works," he
says firmly. "If it turns out that smearing margarine on post-op patients'
heads makes them feel better and heal faster, you can bet we'll be out there
slathering margarine on our patients, whether there's a scientific medical
reason for it or not!"

Educating students and faculty
The CAM center also has an educational mission. Rita Benn, who directs

the integration of CAM into the medical curriculum, says the goals are to
educate medical students and faculty about current evidence concerning
complementary and alternative medicine.

The 1999-2000 school year saw the center's first pilot course for U-M
Medical School. It was called "Mind-Body Skills," and the 25 students who j
attended said unanimously it was the highlight of their year, even though it
was a non-credit class. During eight sessions the students learned some qigong
and meditation techniques, then shared their reactions with each other, to
get a better understanding of how individuals can respond differently to
various techniques. Benn says, "While the focus of the class was more expe-
riential than evidentiary, all the students reported significant changes in terms
of their stress levels."

In the 2000-2001 academic year, all first-year students took a seven-hour
introductory unit in CAM and visited practitioners to observe and/or expe-
rience various therapies. Later, they shared their responses in small-group
sessions. "Students were very enthusiastic about this pilot," Benn says, and
more than 40 percent enrolled in one of several subsequent six-hour CAM
elective courses.

The School of Nursing offered its first CAM interdisciplinary course in
Fall 2000, attracting more than 40 students from the schools of Nursing,
Public Health, Pharmacy and Social Work. "This was a great opportunity
to get information to nurse practitioners, pharmacists and others who will
touch the community during their careers," Benn says.

Benn also sees her educational mission as extending to faculty and alumni.
"Many doctors still tend to see CAM as a threat rather than a complement,
while others view alternative therapies as actively dangerous," she says. "But
so many people are embracing CAM in one way or another that the medi-
cal profession really has to take notice. Doctors should be the ones to guide
people, to help them find the best remedies and avoid the dangerous ones,
but they can't be guides if they don't know anything about the value of and
evidence surrounding these practices."

A Faculty Scholars Program will support faculty who wish to incorporate
CAM into their teaching. In a recent survey, Benn says, 12 percent of the
medical faculty indicated an interest in learning more about CAM. In addi-
tion, the center runs an annual Continuing Medical Education Conference
and lecture series for physicians, nurses and other health care professionals.
In September, the center received a $1.5-million, five-year grant from NIH
to incorporate CAM into the traditional medical and allied health curricula.
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Another recent donation, from Robert and
Marg Alpern, will help launch an Integrative
Medicine Clinic that will combine traditional
medicine and CAM. "Now we can finally put
together all three legs of the academic stool,"
Warber says. "We began with research, now
we're able to add teaching and clinical services.
It's extremely exciting."

Several other groups within the University
community are researching various aspects of
CAM, most notably the School of Pharmacy, the
Department of Biology, and the Department of
\ Chemical Engineering. Following is a represen-
tative sampling of those projects.

Pharmacy studies
In the School of Pharmacy's Investigative Drug

Service (IDS), work on the CAM hawthorn trial
led to a decision to study hawthorn interactions
in healthy volunteers. Clinical pharmacist Dan
Streetman, who specializes in drug interactions
and drug metabolism, is running the study. "Of1

ten drugs act differently in healthy and ill pa-
tients; it's important to look at both for the

: complete picture," Streetman says.
IDS dispenses and tracks the drugs being used

in research studies. It is completely funded by
investigators' grants and has coordinated some
260 studies since its founding in 1984. Roberta
Tankenow, a co-director of the unit, notes that
pharmacists bring an additiqnal and valuable
dimension to medical research studies.

"Pharmacists are experts in all aspects of drug
I therapies, including adverse reactions, toxicity
and levels of dosage required to avoid bad side
effects," she says. "That dosage level is a very
important aspect of hawthorn, and the German
company that supplies the drug is very interested
in our results. In Germany they regulate haw-
thorn just like we do—as an herbal remedy, not a
drug—so no one has done this kind of study yet."

Two other School of Pharmacy researchers,
Profs. Leslie Shimp and Eddie Boyd, collaborated
with Lisa Low, a lecturer in the Department of
Obstetrics and Gynecology, to survey Michigan
mid wives about their use of herbs. The involve-
ment of mid wives varies by geographic region;
nationally, Certified Nurse Midwives take part
in about 10 percent of vaginal births.

"Our goal was to find but the extent to which

/ TRUE/ .
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Benn leads a workshop on spirituality and medicine
for area physicians.

Courtesy of Peter Sinclai. from Alex's Restaurant

midwives are using herbs throughout the
entire birth year, from pregnancy
through labor to delivery," Shimp ex-
plains. "We wanted to know what mid-
wives were recommending and what
they thought patients were actually us-
ing."

Shimp says the study showed a strik-
ing range of herbal consumption. Red
raspberry tea was the most commonly
used. According to the untested claims
of its advocates, it can "tone" the uterus
before delivery, ease the delivery process
and help the uterus contract after the
birth. In descending order of popularity
were echinacea (said to build up the im-
mune system), evening primrose oil (to
tone the cervix), peppermint (to combat
nausea), black and blue cohosh (to in-
duce labor), ginger in various forms (for
nausea), and nettles and alfalfa (nutritional supplements).

Shimp notes that the study looked only at what herbs were used to treat vari-
ous conditions, not at the actual or even perceived efficacy—or safety—of those

: herbs. Many health professionals, for example, recently warned against the use
of echinacea during pregnancy after preliminary studies.

"In general, midwives were favorably inclined toward the use of herbs, though
i fewer actually recommend them," Shimp says, and she points out that many
midwives are nurse practitioners who do not establish their own protocols. The
fact that midwives see herbs as possible options but are not using them indicates
that alternative supplements have not yet gained widespread acceptance in the
medical community, she concludes.

Knowing beans about beans
Alongside his work on the CAM center hawthorn project, biologist Peter

: Kaufmann is working on a number of other natural remedies. His legume study
I is funded by a private donor, Terry Dornbush, and supplemented with funds
: from the Honors Program, the Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program,
I and Kaufmann's own book royalties. Dornbush credits red clover tea with help-
ing cure his colon cancer. Red clover, says Kaufman, is one of the legumes that
contain isoflavonoids; it is the genistein isoflavonoid that may inhibit the growth
of colon cancer cells.

The study, which was suggested by economic botanist James A. Duke, looks
at bean sprouts, using beans from India and those used by Native Americans, as
well as popular grocery store varieties. The goal is to find out which beans
(seeds and sprouts) contain the highest levels of isoflavonoids and soluble pro-
teins, and how scientists can increase the synthesis of these compounds in bean
seedlings. The research team is also looking at tepary and mung beans and
other more familiar plants.

"We found some interesting things," Kaufmann says. "For example, green
> sprouts, grown in the light, are more nutritious than the light-colored sprouts
found in most markets. In addition, more nutrients are found in the roots, not
the sprouts." But can people be persuaded to eat bean sprout roots? "Why not?"
he replies. "People will change their eating habits if they think it will improve
their health. For example, miso and tempeh are relatively recent additions to
health-conscious Americans' diets."

Kaufmann's other recommendation for a food rich in digestible protein is
kudzu root—yes, the same green pest proliferating in the Southern states and
now spreading into Michigan. Kaufmann admits that kudzu might be a harder
sell, but notes that the Japanese already use it as a medicinal root. "You just have
to make it palatable," he says.

CAM therapies are extremely profitable. But are they safe? Are they helpful?
The answer seems to be a resounding "that depends." But one thing that is
certain is that scientists in U-M-hospitals and laboratories—from medical research-

ers to pharma-
cists, from nurses
to biologists—are
conducting re-
search that will
help determine
the safety and ef-
ficacy of popular
CAM therapies.
They are trying
to identify their
active agents and
the body's vari-
ous responses to
those agents. The
public hears
many encourag-
ing—even sensa-
tional—claims
made for these in-

cessantly advertised and hot-selling
substances. It's up to researchers to sepa-
rate the quackery from the medicine.

MT

More Sources of Information

GENERAL

The University of Michigan CAM Research
Center: http://www.med.umich.edu/camrc

National Institutes of Health, National Cen-
ter for CAM: http://nccam.nih.gov/nccam/

MedicineNet.com: http://
www.medicihenet.com/ (provides links to numer-
ous CAM-related sites)

Alternative Therapies in Health and Medicine:
http://www.alternative-therapies.com

Focus on Alternative and Complementary
Therapies: http://www.ex.ac.uk/FACT/

THE SKEPTICAL VIEW

"Misleading the Patient for Fun and Profit," Free
Inquiry Magazine, http://
www.secularhumanism.org/library/fi/
vaughn_l8_3.html

Scientific Review of Alternative Medicine: http://
www.hcrc.org/sram

Skeptical Inquirer, http://www.csicop.org/si/ (A
journal published by the Committee for the Sci-
entific Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal)

Magic or Medicine? An Investigation of Healing &
Healers, Robert Buckman and Karl Sabbagh.
Prometheus Books, 1995.

THE THERAPIES

Note: Websites devoted to various CAM
therapies abound, and some are more reliable
than others. A link through a site like the Na-
tional Institutes for Health's http://nccam.nih.gov/
nccam/ or the U-M site is more likely to yield
useful information.

Herb Research Foundation: http://
www.herbs.org

National Center for Homeopathy:
www.homeopathic.org

Books: The Green Pharmacy (Mass Market Pa-
perback) by economic botanist James Duke, for
its coverage of diseases and plants, and the Com-
plete Guide to Medicinal Herbs (DK Publishers) by
Penelope Ody.
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Businesses have more than their
share of problems these days. America's
economy has been on a roller-coaster ride.
Managers are overwhelmed by the mag-
nitude of the challenges they face.

Fortunately, there is hope—if not a sure-
fire solution-for helping Corporate
America get back on its feet. Prominent
University of Michigan Business School
faculty members have pooled their col-
lective expertise,consulting experience
and teaching know-how to launch a new
hardbound book series that addresses
some of the most formidable challenges
facing business leaders in the 21st century.

The first nine volumes in The University
of Michigan Business School Management Se-
ries: Innovative Solutions to the Pressing Prob-
lems of Business, published in conjunction
with Jossey-Bass, are now on the shelves
at national chain bookstores and on the
Web sites of leading online booksellers.
More are in the pipeline.

The basic idea behind this "coach in a
box" series is to transform new knowl-
edge into strategic action plans that cor-
porate executives, mid-level managers and
individual employees can use to solve uni-
versal business problems, according to the
Business School's Bob Quinn. Each yel-
low-jacketed books focuses on a different
problem and offers insight to readers on
how to understand and overcome it. Fac-
ulty authors present a multifaceted look
at key issues, such improving customer
satisfaction, getting results and creating a
multinational organization.

"Even if you are not a CEO, if you live
or work in an organization, including a
family unit, there are payoffs in one or
more of these books," says Quinn, who is
the co-author of a Pressing Problems book
about leadership called A Company of Lead-
ers. He is the Margaret Elliot Tracey Col-
legiate Professor of Business
Administration and professor of organi-
zational behavior and human resource
management at the Business School.

Quinn has kept a watchful eye on the
nation's roller-coaster economy over the
last two years and reports he has seen a
shift in the prioritization of the Pressing
Problems that are keeping corporate execu-
tives and managers hooked on antacids.

The most pressing of problems
"The most robust Pressing Problem for

everyone is attracting, keeping and devel-
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A B-School book series of the 'best available' ideas
for families, mom-and-pop enterprises, managers, CEOs or global strategists

Under Economic Pressure? v

Check out Pressing Problems'-Claudia Capos

Bob Quinn got the idea for the 'coach in a box' book series after looking at
problems identified and discussed by managers at 117 companies.

oping good people," Quinn says. Thinking and planning strategi-
cally, maintaining a high-performance climate and improving cus-
tomer satisfaction also are high on the list for senior executives.
Efforts to improve internal processes and stimulate innovation have
taken a backseat to desperate attempts to shore up sinking revenues
and earnings at companies whose profit reports have run into a
buzz saw. Middle managers, who are being squeezed top-down and
bottom-up, express concern about managing their time and stress,
maintaining a good work-life balance and succeeding with con-
strained resources.

Quinn reports that two Pressing Problems—producing high-qual-
ity goods and services and leading cultural change-have moved up
the scale of importance in recent months. "With the downturn in
the economy, there is much greater pressure to focus on bottom-line
issues," he explains. "Also, executives are making many painful de-
cisions with regard to downsizing, and this is prompting them to
reconsider the company culture."

Quinn hit upon the idea that eventually led to the Pressing Prob-
lems book series while working with executives.

"Over the years, as I went from one company to the next, I was
struck by the idea that each of them was unique, but that all of them
had similar problems," he recalls. At the time, he was conducting a
doctoral seminar at the Business School, and he challenged his gradu-

ate students to take a hard look at universal problems and come
up with some solutions. The students did better than that. They
landed a book contract and then researched and wrote 11 chap-
ters addressing the key issues they identified from a direct sur-
vey of managers at 117 companies. Pressing Problems in Modern
Organizations ("That Keep Us Up at Night): Transforming Agendas for
Research and Practice made its debut last year. Although it did not
rocket to the No. 1 spot on best-seller lists (or win a prize for
the longest title), it did put the wheels in motion for a far more
expansive book series.

The final link in the long chain came when Lucy Chin, pro-
gram director in the Business School's Executive Education Cen-
ter, walked into Quinn's office one day in 1999 carrying a stack
of questionnaires. The sheets contained qualitative answers from
executives and managers to the probing question: "What is the
single most critical business issue facing you today?"

46 basic problems
Quinn was elated with the unexpected treasure-trove of data

and immediately set about analyzing thousands of answers. In
the end, he reduced the responses to a list of 46 basic problems
and proposed that Michigan's Business School become the first
to create its own book series. Fellow faculty members were
enlisted to write one or more books, covering the topics he
had identified.

The first three titles were released in July 2000 and six more
have appeared since then, with several scheduled for release
later this fall. "This is an excellent way to brand our intellectual
capital," says Quinn. "We see the project growing into a large
series in coming years."

Every book published to date has outsold projections, and
the series steadily has gained momentum and visibility. The U-
M's nationally syndicated Todd Mundt Show aired a segment on
Wayne Baker, a professor of organizational behavior and hu-
man resource management and the author of Achieving Success
Through Social Capital. Baker's book also made the CEO Read
top 25 best-seller list.

In addition to the books mentioned above, the following five
titles in the Pressing Problems series are also available at local
bookstores, or may be purchased online at www.umbsbooks.com.

MT
Becoming a Better Value Creator: How to Improve the Company s Bottom Linatand

Tour Own by Anjan V. Thakor
The Compensation Solution: How to Develop an Employee-Driven Rewards Sys-

tem by John E. Tropman
Creating the Multicultural Organization: A Strategy for Capturing the Power of

Diversity by Taylor Cox Jr.
Getting Results: Five Absolutes for High Performance by Clinton O.

Longenecker and Jack L. Simonetti
Strategic Interviewing: How to Hire Good People by Richaurd Camp, Mary

E. Vielhaber and Jack L. Simonetti

Claudia Capos '65 is a freelancer from Brighton, Michigan, who fre-
quently writes on business issues.



Handel's 'Messiah' beat football
AS AN ALUMNUS from 1936,1 have been
getting literature telling of the wonderful people
and programs in Ann Arbor. Soon there will
be the hype for the football team. I saw only
one college football game-the opener in 1934
against Michigan State, which was a big upset.
I sold my student tickets to eat a little better. I
was working in the Women's League Cafete-
ria, which I thought was the better place for
good food. The men and women with whom I
worked provide the only socialization for an
engineering student in an arcane major—Engi-
neering Mechanics.

It also provided an incident which shaped
my later life: at a picnic in the summer of 1936,
20 to 30 were enjoying a songfest mostly of
the popular tunes of the day, until someone
started, "Halleluiah." It was not familiar to
me, but I was entranced. Not all were sing-
ing the tune as I could hear it, but I was told
that this was a famous and familiar chorus
from Handel's Messiah, and was in four-part
harmony.

When I graduated and went home, I joined
a church choir, more or less under lenient tests.
When I was transferred to the Cleveland of-
fice, I found a church near my rooming house
that had a choir that sounded great, and the
bulletin asked for those interested to try out
on the following Wednesday.

Eventually, this choir was one of two asked
to provide a nucleus for a chorus to accom-
pany the Cleveland Orchestra under George
Szell in Beethoven's "Ninth."

I would like to hear from and about some of
the men and women who worked at the League
in 1934-1936. We had some memorable visi-
tors that I recall, Lily Pons and Helen Jepsom;
Alia Nazimova and Romney Brent. We got to
see them up close, and wonder.

A secondary effect has been writing verses
for the choirs in which I have sung. One I like
best is:

You like to sing, and I like to sing,
We sing in our church choir.

Some sing high and some sing low,
And some sing even higher.

At times, we sing like angels,
Run chills up and down our spine.

And then we will tell ourselves:
"One of those voices is Mine."

Alex Hudson '36
Cleveland

Keweenaw, not Keewanau
PLEASE TELL me that a big state university
did not just spell Keweenaw wrong! Come on
folks! This just reaffirms that people from
Michigan forget that the other half of the state
is across the bridge. I would hope that Mr.
Martin was none too pleased to see the incor-
rect spelling as well. Please try to be a little

more careful. You would be surprised at how
many people take offense.

Kimberly Klarich Nofz '88 BSN
Bellville, Michigan

Blame the Feds, too: Aware of our ignorance of UP
geography, we checked the spelling and copied
'Keewanau' from the Website of the National Park
Service's Maritime Heritage Program. It seems to be
an alternative transliteration of the Indian word, and
to represent the pronunciation of the first two syllables
more accurately.—Ed.

The Leader of the Band
MY COMPLIMENTS on your publication
and especially Joanne Nesbit's article on Karen
England, "She's The Leader of the Band."
However, I must point out an error in the first
paragraph. It has rao^been a "100-year plus his-
tory" that the band has entered the Stadium
through the tunnel. The "House That Yost
Built," or "The Big House," was not built until
sometime in the middle 1920s. Before that,
Ferry Field was the location where the Wol-
verines had their glorious early history.

I know this because my father, George
Olsen, was the first real drum major at the U
of M. He later became a famous orchestra
leader and RCA's top musical recording artist
in the 1930s. Dad also was the first drum ma-
jor to throw the baton over the goal posts, a
tradition that has continued to this day. That
was 1913.

A letter in re-
sponse to a ques-
tion from the great
and dearly loved
William Revelli
from my father is
enclosed. It was
written in the 1960s
and described the
first days of a real
U-M Marching
Band. You might
find it interesting.
Also, I have in-
eluded some photos
of the 1913 band,
and my father with
his shako and baton.

One of Dad's

dearest memories was in 1947 or '48 when I
was a member of the team. Dad came to Ann
Arbor and Revelli had him conduct the band
at halftime from the elevated stand on the
Michigan sidelines.

My father, uncle, brother and I all went to
U-M. Last year, I attended my 50th Class Re-
union and saw many of the guys from both
football and swimming teams. Although I was
not a first-rate athlete (by U-M standards), I
was a member of two national championship
teams that year. Best wishes and GO BLUE!

George E. Olsen '50
Fort Lauderdale, Florida

George Olsen, the
Marching Band's first
drum major, in 1913.

I JUST finished reading your excellent Sum-
mer issue and particularly the story of Miss
Karen England [ "She's the Leader of the Band" by
Joanne Mesbit—Ed]. The thing that touched me
was that I, too, graduated from Michigan in
1946 in medicine. I, too, set a goal at age 14
that I wanted to be a doctor. Then I too had
an interest in astronomy and have had such
an interest since age 9 when I saw a partial
solar eclipse in Dexter, Michigan. I believe I
became an ophthalmologist because of that ex-
perience. Karen's mother gave her advice that
I figured out by myself but found, in my read-
ing, that Epictetus (born 60 AD) said, "First
say to yourself what you would be; then do
what you have to do." I thought Karen would
like to know that.

John W. Bishop '46 MD
Email

Bayonne Boys bled Blue
CONCERNING your article "Bayonne Boy,"
I am a cousin of S. Paul Epstein, pictured in
the article in the group of Bayonne Boys! It
may interest you to know that Paul's daugh-
ter, Shirley Epstein Weinberger, as well as
Shirley's two boys (Paul's grandsons) all gradu-
ated from Michigan! In fact the grandchildren
(Alan and Seth Weinberger) received law and
engineering degrees from U-M Ann Arbor!

As a former Bayonne resident, I lived in Ann
Arbor from 1970 until 1973 when my husband,
Harvey B. Leibin, received a Master of Archi-
tecture degree. I recall annual trips when S.
Paul Epstein would come out to Michigan for
football games, always eat and stay at the
Union, and, even in snow, we would all walk
to the game (usually the Ohio State game), as
he was an Orthodox Jew and, even at age 80,
would not drive on the Sabbath. Dinners with
S. Paul were always loud and lively. And now,
our daughter is getting ready to apply to U-M.
The elder generation of Bayonne is all abuzz
and deliriously proud; the special recognition
and attention to their place in the history of
the University of Michigan warmed many
hearts and kindled a renewed spirit and awe
for "The Victors"! Hail!

Florence Epstein Leibin
Email

THE LATEST issue was in my post office box
this morning and I just glanced through it. The
article "Bayonne Boy" caught my eye since I
have relatives and "near relatives" from that
group of Jewish students. (My father gradu-
ated from U-M right after WWII.) Phil
Slomovitz, who is in the photograph on p. 21
of this issue, was my uncle! The caption under
the photograph mentions an article, "The Little
Giant," that you wrote about my uncle in the
December 1993—a most apt description for a
most remarkable man, even allowing for my bias!

Joy L. Wezelman 71 , 73 AMLS
Bismarck, North Dakota

MY FATHER was a personal friend of Harold
Herman ("Bayonne Boy") and attended the U
of M from 1918 - 1922, knowing all the
Bayonne boys who went to Michigan at that

time. I have an enlarged photo of 21 of those
young men, who went on to successful careers
after graduation.

Donald Hockstein '50
Email

THANK YOU so much for publishing
"Bayonne Boy" about my father, Harold
Herman. I have had his collection of letters
written to his father about 20 years. I wanted
to have them published in some form. The let-
ters date from his high school days through
his Michigan and Harvard years to his early
married life. Michigan held such a special place
in his heart. He was so pleased when I enrolled
at Michigan in 1945 and my daughter took her
MA there in 1975. What a thrill he would have
had to read "Bayonne Boy"! I am so proud of
my daughter, Joan Elmouchi, who wrote such
a professional yet touching article. It gave our
family so much joy—and some tears, too!

Ann Herman Solkin '49
Boynton Beach, Florida

I GUESS I will be one of the many who has-
tens to correct an error in "Bayonne Boy." The
pictures and the story are appealing, especially
to someone who relived a little bit of the story
a couple of decades later, but the fact is that
the date of US entry into WW I is one year
off in the article: We entered the war in April
1917, not 1918 as stated.

However, this almost irrelevant fact in no
way detracts from the details of student life in
Ann Arbor at this time, and it is a tribute to
the author,Joan Elmouchi, that she reproduced
diary-like letters and other stories about U of
Michigan events, academic routines and cus-
toms that reminded me of my own times.

Another article in the same issue, "Theodore
Roethke, Michigan's Poet," recalls other details
of the U of M, and even touches on broader
areas of national culture, but who can resist
comparing Roethke with the brilliant U of M
students we knew of or even were acquainted
with personally who were occupied with simi-
lar alcoholic problems, contradictions and
ambivalencies? It was most pleasant, just as it
was in the "Bayonne Boy" article, to read about
backgrounds of other cities (Saginaw); well-
known names in the Michigan hierarchy (Little,
Bredvold, Seager, Sharfmon); streets (Willard,
Haven, Washtenaw); clothes (bench-made
suits, blue-and-white seersucker suits); the de-
scription and quotations of Roethke's poetry
were, of course, the heart of the article and
revealed to some of us who were unfamiliar
with him, a distinguished artist.

Daniel E. Ross '40
New York City

The Legendary Harry Carver
In our last issue, reader Edward S. Weiss

suggested a story on Prof Harry Carver, who
was reported to have resigned from U-M at an
advanced age, so he could enlist as a private
and fight in WW II. Campus lore also said
that he offered an 'A' to any student who could
beat him in a footrace. We asked for informa-
tion about Professor Carver and received the

following—Ed.
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I DID NOT know Professor Carver in the '30s,
but he was a campus legend by the time I was
fortunate enough to be a member of two of his
classes in the late '40s. Stories told by others
about those early days included the one about
his powder blue suits. It seems he liked them
so well he had seven. Perhaps the best was the
one about the time it was raining so he drove
his car up the steps of Angell Hall to pick up
his wife so she would not get wet.

He did not resign, nor did he join the Ma-
rines. He was asked to be an Air Corps (now
Air Force) instructor, but he insisted that he
would only do so if he went through the same
training as the cadets, first. Then, having been
accepted, he went to whatever base the basic
training was located on and went through the
training. He was older than the others and, in
fact, had white hair, which he explained by say-
ing that he was really terrified of flying, but
had decided on this training to get over his
fears. Apparently he was believed for some
time. In fact, it wasn't until he encountered one
of his students who greeted him with, "Hi,
Prof," that the story broke down. How do I
know? He told us.

The first of his classes to which I was ex-
posed was Finite Differences. This was needed
for Part 3 of the actuarial exams, and he au-
thorized us to buy the official textbook, which
he did not use. His entire lecture on the sub-
ject of divided differences was, "You've heard
of divided differences. Forget diem." The fi-
nite differences portion of Part 3 that year was
entirely based on divided differences.

The same class offered a pleasant ending.
We had been assigned an evening period for
our final exam, but he said, "I know what your
grades are going to be, and there is nothing a
final exam would do to change any of them.
So let's go flying." We assembled at the Ann
Arbor flying field and he and another pilot gave
us joy rides in their Cubs. They had to be short
rides because there was apparently a line of
thunderstorms building up, but it was easily
the most pleasant final exam I ever took.

W. Keith Sloan '49
Franklin, Tennessee

IN A RECENT letter, Prof. Harry Carver was
briefly discussed as to his flamboyant style. I
was a student in one of his classes in 1946 and
can vouch for the following facts.

During WW II, he was requested by the
Army Air Force to help improve the accuracy
of their bombing technique. He agreed to help
them, but only if he could go through cadet
training with all the 19-year-olds, even though
his hair was snow white. The Air Force agreed.

He was coach of the Michigan cross coun-
try team at the time he joined the service. On
the first training run Professor Carver won the
long distance race since he was in shape from
running with the Michigan cross country team.
The cadets then accepted him as one of their own.

Back at Michigan after the war, he would
challenge the all-male class to five different
sporting events. He said we could choose our
best in each event to compete against him, and
if we could win three out of the five events, we
would not have to take the final test.
18 Fall 2001

I can remember only four of the five events,
which were pool, bowling, shot-putting and
golf. Our best pool player had first shot and
broke the racked balls. The professor then pro-
ceeded to clear the table. Our boy didn't get a
second shot.

Our best bowler wasn't even close. Carver
also won die shot put against our huskiest chal-
lenger. He penalized himself during the golf
match, playing with only a putter and a driver.
He again won going away.

As a result we took the final test with great
admiration for Prof. Harry Carver.

Joseph M. Kenny '48
New Buffalo, Michigan

I READ with interest the letter from Edward
S. Weiss in the Summer 2001 issue regarding
Professor Harry S. Carver. I took a statistics
course from Professor Carver in the early '50s
at the U of M extension in the Rackham Build-
ing in Detroit. I still have his book, Lectures and
Exercises in Basic Mathematical Statistics.

Professor Carver was a great teacher who
made a difficult subject interesting by examples
involving poker and games of chance. He was
a very large man, and I can recall his holding a
Marchant comptometer in one hand while he
made calculations with die other hand. I un-
derstood that he was involved in the 8 th Army
Air Force in England, analyzing the photo-
graphs taken after air raids over Germany to
evaluate the distribution of bomb craters to
improve future air raids' effectiveness.

Harry E. Schatz
West Bloomfield, Michigan

Query on William Smeaton
IN YOUR March 1994 issue you mentioned
William Gabb Smeaton. Do you have any bio-
graphical information on him? Could you sug-
gest any sources for reference? I have quoted
the passing reference to him below: "Colton
says his gifts have been 'my way of showing
appreciation for Michigan teachers I had, like
Mortimer E. Cooley and William Gabb
Smeaton.'"

Stuart Armstrong
Email

The reference is to the scholarship, for incoming un-
dergraduates with leadership traits, establishedin 1993
by Ralph and Elsie Colton of Chicago. Ralph Colton
received his BS and MS in engineeringfrom the Uni-
versity in 1923 and '24. Perhaps readers can help out
on Smeaton—Ed.

Time to reinvestigate Roethke
ONE HOPES that Linda Robinson Walker's
in-depth portrait of "Theodore Roethke:
Michigan's Poet" (Summer 2001) will persuade
readers to reinvestigate this fine writer again—
not only the Collected Poems (Doubleday, 1966),
but David Wagoner's fascinating selection from
the notebooks, Straw for the Fire (Doubleday, 1972).

One can also reconstruct two of Roethke's
important correspondences with fellow poets
by alternating Ralph J. Mills's edition of Se-
lected Letters of Theodore Roethke with What the
Woman Lived: Selected Letters of Louise Bogan (ed.
Ruth and Poets, Poetics and Politics: Americas Lit-
erary Community Viewed from the Letters of Rolfe

Humphries, 1910-1969 (ed. Richard Gillman
and Michael Paul Novak).

Just how vital letters can be for re-entering
past lives is movingly demonstrated by Joan
Elmouchi's article about her grandfather
Harold Herman, "Bayonne Boy." How won-
derful that these missives from World War I
were saved, to speak to a new and wider audi-
ence all these decades later. (One hopes some
e-mail recipients are printing and storing the
best modern-day versions of such
communiques.) Please continue bringing your
readers such detailed portraits and vivid visi-
tations from University history.

Warren Keith Wright '80 MA
Arbyrd, Missouri

WHEN I WAS teaching economics statistics
at die University of Washington in 1950-51,1
heard about a man on campus who was gain-
ing fame by teaching creative writing. I decided
to enroll in his classes since I was working on
my PhD degree and thought I could use some
writing skills.

At the first class meeting this large man, who
looked like a bear, walked in and started recit-
ing poetry like a Shakespearean actor. As the
class progressed, I realized diat Prof. Theodore
Roethke's teaching style was unique. He gave
very unusual assignments. For example, "Write
a poem without adjectives," or "Write a poem
about an animal," or "Write a 16di century bal-
lad," or "Write a poem with single-syllable
verbs," or "Write a poem within a poem."

Since I was also a teacher, I was able to meet
him in social situations. On one occasion we
were at a party on a houseboat in Lake Wash-
ington talking about our personal lives, and
we suddenly realized that we were both Michi-
gan graduates (I got my MBA in 1949). I found
out quickly that Ted was a serious drinker. He
brought a quart-sized jar, which he filled one
quarter widi scotch and the remainder with
beer. At one point in our conversation, he asked
me about my girlfriend, who was talking to
someone elsewhere on the boat at the time.
He had spoken to her earlier, and he looked at
me and said, "Marry her. I made a mistake
once. Don't you make one now." (I did marry
her and we are this year celebrating our 50th
anniversary.)

He talked endlessly of the University of
Michigan. It was clear that he loved his years
in Ann Arbor. He told me stories about his
roommate Benny Oosterbaan. Although I was
30 years old, he always called me "Kid" out-
side the classroom, and he served as my father
in locum tenens concerning advice on living.

I took four quarters of creative writing from
Ted Roethke, and they were the highlights of
my student days. At time he was haughty, but
he was humble enough to bring his own un-
published poems to class for our comments.

When my first son was born in 1953, Ted
dedicated my copy of The Waking to "August
Bolino's Son," and he wrote, "When he is old
and gray and full of sleep,/May he exclaim
'Here's a book I want to keep.'"

The last time I saw Ted was during the Se-
attle Expo 62, when he was scheduled to give
a reading of his own poems in a very large

auditorium. But he didn't read; he paced up
and down nervously, and he recited without
notes. He kept the huge standing-room-only
crowd enthralled with his body language and
his sonorous voice, that went from a near whis-
per to a stentorian cry.

It is clear that there will never be another
Theodore Roethke.

August C. Bolino '49 MBA
Silver Spring, Maryland

THAT'S A beautiful piece on Theodore
Roethke. I enjoyed every word. I had known
his poetry but, unfortunately, I joined the U-M
faculty only around the time of his death. Now,
thanks to [Linda Robinson Walker], I know
him as a man.

Erasmus L. Hoch
Brunswick, Maine

I READ my most recent Michigan Today and
was delighted to read a quote from Prof.
Donald Hall! Of course, the quote was from a
number of years ago, but I am curious if Pro-
fessor Hall is still alive, is he still at the U, does
he have email, snail mail address? I had Pro-
fessor Hall for my freshman composition class,
and the man taught me to write, for which I
continue to be most grateful. It was a very ago-
nizing process, however, and I can look back
on it now with great fondness and love. We
met three times a week, it was an honors sec-
tion, and we had to write 1,000 words a week.
I thought I already knew how to write. My
first paper was returned, liberally decorated by
his red pen, with a grade of D-.

I made an appointment to see him, and he
was very gracious and charming, and I thought
I learned a lot that day. My next paper was a
D. After that, I had a standing appointment
with him every week, the day after we had our
papers returned. I remember the appointment
lasting an hour each time, and I went home
each week inspired to implement what I had
learned. The grades gradually moved through
the full range of C's—we stayed there a long
time—and I think I made one B-.

I wrote my blue book final exam and left
without a clue as to how I had done, dropping
a self-addressed postcard on the desk when I
left. When the postcard arrived at my home, I
was absolutely stunned to read that I had
earned an A on die final and an A in die course!
When classes resumed, I went back to see Pro-
fessor Hall and said, "Why did you make me
suffer like that?" His reply went something like
this: "Because, my dear, if I had given you a
B+ on your first paper, you would not have
worked very hard the rest of the term. I knew
you could write—all you needed to learn was
how to write better and cleaner and smarter." I
would love to be in touch with him if that is
possible, to thank him again, let him know that
I am still writing, and have even had some
modest writings published.

Jeanne Zimmerman '64
Tequesta, Florida

Donald Hall lives on Eagle Pond Farm in Wilmot,
New Hampshire—Ed.



I WANT to tell you how much I enjoyed the
wonderful article on the poet Theodore
Roethke. Ms. Walker wrote a commendable
tribute to one of America's great poets and
teachers. He was not just a giant in physical
stature. In all my years at different universities
around the country, I never met another
teacher of poetry that matched the quality and
intensity of Roethke's efforts. While never
officially in his famous poetry workshop at the
University of Washington, I did sit in for a
week in 1961. That week and Nelson Bentley's
night workshop at the same campus pointed
the direction I needed to take as a young poet
and would-be teacher of poetry.

Nevertheless, I think that two important
characteristics of Roethke's style were left out
in the article regarding his gifts as a teacher.
One is the fact that he had a photographic
memory and had hundreds of poems memo-
rized by heart—from Chaucer to Wallace
Stevens. Thus, when a student would read his
or her poem in class, and Roethke noticed
something special about it, for example, that
the student was honoring his mentor, Hopkins,
then Roethke would recite Hopkins's poem
that best illustrated his point. We sat in awe
over this special gift of his.

The second thing that attracted students to
his workshop from around the world was his
emphasis that one read poetry aloud in order
to fully engage oneself in its art form. He said
the ear was the primal critic of good poetry,
and the oral tradition cultivated the mastery
of sound to complement the mastery of the
printed word. And how prophetic he was! The
visual image has become a dictator in our time
and is driving the younger generations into si-
lence, especially the ones with genuine talent.

And let me close by saying how eagerly I
look forward to reading future issues of Michi-
gan Today. Every issue has one or two articles
that knock my socks off.

Duane Niatum
Bellingham, WA

PS: I am including a poem that will show you
how much this poet has meant to me as a writer
of poetry and fiction for over 40 years.

You asked us to hear the softest vocable of wind,
Whether slow or swift, rising or falling to earth;
its fragments will drop in to place in the end.
You said, believe, endure, the ironies of birth!
... You secretly burned your tracks to Jan the blaze,
and warned the world'll tell us what to dream.
This is why you spoke in tongues to the vine,
wren, snail, bear, sloth, and swamp air.
You almost found an island without decline,
where roots kept your soul exposed to every layer

From "Lines for Rothke Twenty Years After
His Death."

GREATLY enjoyed the Linda Walker's piece
on poet Theodore Roethke. He was always a
godsend for me in my poetry classes, especially
with hardboiled types at night who thought
poetry was for wimps, full of puff and powder
signifying foppery. I'd lull them with a bit of
Dylan Thomas and a pinch of E. E.
Cummings, then cut to some of Roethke's rich-

est meat. There was never a closed mouth in
the room by then, and they were ready to re-
consider what a poem was and shut up and
listen to their emotions.

Joe Coffman '66
Minneapols

Sheepdogs and jerseys
HERE ARE are our Shetland sheepdogzs with

their names on their
jerseys. Happy holi-
days to all Michigan
fans!

Paul and Pamela
(Wylie) FeUrath,

'87 and '86
Peoria, Illinois

Royal Shakespeare Company and U-M
YOUR SUMMER issue calls to mind the re-
cent article about the triumphal residency—the
first of three—by the Royal Shakespeare Com-
pany this past March, with more to follow in
2003 and 2005.

I was "present at the creation" of this mar-
velous RSC-Wolverine partnership. In 1998 or
thereabouts, I was the sole invitee at a small
dinner in Washington hosted by two RSC rep-
resentatives who sought advice as to how the
Company might expand its reach in the USA.
I replied that the Royal Shakespeare Company
should establish a presence in the American
heartland, specifically at the University of
Michigan. Preferably with the support of my
longtime friend Philip Power, whose own ties
and that of his family with Britain were deep.

In due course, I was requested by the RSC
to facilitate an invitation to Phil and Kathy
Power to attend a luncheon at die Residence
of the British Ambassador, whom I had known
since his earlier tour in Washington. One thing
led to another, and Philip flew in from Ann
Arbor to join me for lunch with Sir Christo-
pher and Lady Meyer, die RSC's Artistic Di-
rector Adrian Noble, and a "who's who" of
the RSC and of British-American culture.
Adrian Noble and Phil Power were seated
alongside Lady Meyer. The rest is history, in-
cluding the spectacular presentation of die His-
tory Plays.

At a festive luncheon on March 11, Ken
Fischer of the University Musical Society gen-
erously acknowledged the contribution of
former-Regent Power and his good buddy from
the Keweenaw Peninsula, who was a guest of
President Bollinger and the RSC and who re-
mains,

Terence Murphy '66 JD, OBE
Washington, DC

THE RECENT visit of the Royal Shakespeare
Company brings to mind that some 35 years
ago the Professional Theatre Program of the
University of Michigan brought the newly es-
tablished Shakespeare Festival Theatre of
Canada to Ann Arbor for its first venture
abroad.

At the inspiration of President Harlan

Hatcher and with the continuing support of
President Robben Fleming, the University cre-
ated under the direction of Robert Schnitzer
and Marcella Cisney the first University-spon-
sored professional theater program to comple-
ment what was—at diat time—one of the greatest
academic theater departments in the nation.

Robert C. Schnitzer
Stamford, Connecticut

Fans of high-tech thrillers
MY WIFE, Judy, and I are both U of M grads
from the '60s. I have a BS ('62) and an MS
('63) in physics and worked on a PhD until
the $'s ran out (perhaps you remember the
Nixon budget cutting of 1966). On the other
hand, my wife has a BS in nursing {^66). We
moved to Denver from Ann Arbor in late 1966
to join die working world, and I managed to
complete my PhD in physics at the University
of Colorado somewhat later while working full
time. It was much harder that way but well
worth the effort.

In any event, we both enjoy each issue of
Michigan Today. It allows us to see how die U of
M has changed in some ways and remains un-
changed in others. We went back a few years
ago when the new physics building was dedi-
cated, and managed to get some first-hand data
points.

We spent many happy years of our life in
Ann Arbor and we greatly appreciate the vi-
carious enjoyment provided by each issue of
Michigan Today. We've read most of die articles
in the recent issue. However, the one on Tom
Grace ["Architect makes Quantum leap into fic-
tion" by Kurt Anthony Krug] was of particu-
lar interest. We both tend to like high-tech
thrillers. I, in particular, tend to enjoy spy tales.
Much like R8cD workers, the people involved
in a good spy tale tend to exhibit an extreme
amount of creativity and ingenuity. We cer-
tainly intend to look for Mr. Grace's two nov-
els at our local book stores, so thanks very
much for the tip and the nicely written article.
Thank you once again for our triennial vicari-
ous tour of the U of M and the campus.

Ray ('62, '63 MS) and Judy ('66) Rosich
Litdeton, Colorado

KUDOS TO your staff for an excellent Sum-
mer issue. There is one minor factual error on
page 11 by freelance writer Kurt Krug: the Na-
tional Corvette Museum is in Bowling Green,
Kentucky, 102 miles from Louisville. Tom
Grace might have consulted with a firm in
Louisville, but the Museum has been in Bowl-
ing Green since its inception. Overall, Michi-
gan Today is a joy to read. Occasionally, I have
shared some of its articles with colleagues.

John Hardin'89 PhD
Assistant Dean

Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky

Looking for diversity
WITH U-M's current (and noble) struggle widi
affirmative action, I would hope that diversity
would be one criterion in which you select sto-
ries, articles and photographs for die Michigan
Today. Yet, I counted only one person of color

in your entire summer issue. If you say that
there are no notable subjects of color connected
with U-M, then my dear alma mater has some
even more serious problems to contend with.
Though for most alumni, Michigan Today is dieir
only tangible link back to campus. I hope you
do better with the next issue. Thanks.

Cindy Leung '89
Email

A budding conservationist
YOUR COVER article was on Jeff Flocken.
My-10-year-old son is an animal lover and bud-
ding conservationist and would love to email
Jeff. Do you have an email address or other
way to correspond?

Arnie Braver 73
Email

Jeff Flocken would like to hear from readers
interested in his work, preferably by the post. His
address is: Director of Education and Outreach,
Conservation International, 1919 M Street, X. W,
Suite 600, Washington DC, 2OO36.-Ed.

University Commons link
We are writing to correct an error in "Condo

complex opens for faculty, staff, alumni 55 or
older" in the Summer issue. The article incor-
rectly stated "The U-M Information Technol-
ogy Division [ITD] recently included
University Commons in its high-speed cam-
pus wide computer network...." In fact, ITD
has not done so and an explanation of what
has occurred appears here.

At the start of the University Commons
project (then referred to as the "Blue Hills"
project), Information Technology Communi-
cation Services (TTCS) was asked to provide
consultation services to the project for data and
video networking with the understanding that
University Commons had "University Affili-
ate" status. It was determined that University
Commons did not have affiliate status, and sub-
sequently Merit Network, Inc. was brought in
to handle connectivity for University Com-
mons. Merit Network, Inc. is a nonprofit cor-
poration affiliated with U-M.

Dan Kjos
Acting Co-Director, ITCS

Kim Cobb
Director of Communications, ITCS

Sahlins scores again
I WAS tickled to see the article about Prof.
Marshall Sahlins [ "6 Are Honored at Commence-
ment," Summer 2001—Ed]. I took a cultural an-
thropology course with him back in '62 or '63.
He was one of diree lecturers I considered truly
outstanding during my undergraduate years
at U Mich. A few years ago when I was taking
a course while working on a master's in bioet-
hics at the Univ. of Pennsylvania, Professor
Sahlins was quoted in one of the texts we used.
I was dirilled to recognize him dien, too. I hope
they gave him the ball at the graduation cer-
emony; I'm sure he scored!

May Louis Waldron '66 BSN
Email
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E/ach family has a member who
is a person of mystery. Someone vague.
Someone who is seen by a child only a
few times. Someone discussed only oc-
casionally under strange circumstances.
One hears bits and pieces of stories from
childhood into late adulthood. Yet, each
comment leaves the child listener with
feelings of deep and abiding love.

For me, my Uncle Charlie was this
person. A little information shared with
me recently gave full meaning to his
story. But in all of the overheard con-
versations among my family, father,
grandmother, aunts and uncles, there is
no recall of the Allen University inci-
dent. Maybe the pain of it was too hard
to bear.

Uncle Charlie had a drugstore at the
corner of Washington and Assembly
Streets in Columbia, South Carolina.
The store was entered at an angle just
where the two streets met. As a child, I
remember walking through this long
narrow store—die smell, the shine, the
people working there in pale grayish
jackets, the variety of items, die colors
were thrillingly impressive to the imma-
ture mind. I knew that the drugstore
belonged to my Uncle Charlie and that
he was away in the Army.

The store was eventually closed un-
der depressing circumstances some-
time in the early years of my life.
There was talk of lost individual fam-
ily investments.

On the sleeping porch
The first memories of Uncle Charlie

as a real person was seeing him in bed
on the front upstairs sleeping porch at
my grandmother's home. As a young-
ster, I stayed with her for weeks at a time.
While on these visits I was taken fre-
quently to the door to greet him; never
beyond the door. Conversation between
us fades into the long ago. Joy at seeing
each other, the smile with gray dancing
eyes, forever remains.

Somehow, my impression was that an
impaired heart was his ailment, the rea-
son for his confinement to bed. The bad
heart in my mind was associated with
bits and pieces of stories about his be-
ing deep in mud, days on end, behind
the fighting line in France during World
War I. When such comments moved
about among adult family members,
faces saddened, eyes would mist, each
would move inside himself and some-
one would say, "He had a bad heart.
They should never have taken him from
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Uncle
Charlies By Maude Robinson Johnson

"The author's Uncle Charlie (thirdfrom right) stands before his drugstore in Columbia, South
Carolina, with a group of friends.

us." Then this perplexing, bitter conversation would suddenly cease, as if
young ears had heard enough.

In my second recollection of him, I remember I was surprised one day to
see him dressed, standing at the top of the stairs. I had wandered out of the

back hall to find Julia and Honey, my col-
lege-student aunts, standing on the stairs
looking up and listening to him.

"Girls, girls," he was saying. "I'm up! I'm
dressed! Just to let you know that I'll be
available to take you to the party tonight."

In need of an escort
The two young Benedict College students

had assumed the party they'd been invited
to was a day-time affair. Judging from the
way they looked, both had dressed with gai-
ety and excitement, departed around two
o'clock, only to arrive at the home of the
hostess to discover that the party was to be
held that night. To go, they would need an
escort.

I do not recall the day's outcome. As an
8-year-old, I was saddened by the plight of
my young aunts but thrilled to see my hand-
some, mysterious Uncle Charlie dressed,
standing on the stairs smiling. His face
aglow.

In my adult years someone said to me,
"Your Uncle Charlie returned from the war
in France with tuberculosis." The sleeping
porch, open-air room, the stories of mud in
France; the fact that I never entered this
room, but stood at the door to talk widi him,
makes this story ring true. I do not recall
his death; only that as time moved on, we
slowly realized he was no longer a part of
our lives. But the happiness we shared in
my brief visits survived.

The first fur coat
Several years after he left us, a tall, slen-

der, beautiful, brown woman appeared at my
grandmother's home on Hampton Street.
Her fur coat was the first that I'd ever seen.
She'd come down from Chicago to Colum-
bia just to visit Uncle Charlie's grave. Down
from Chicago, just to put some roses on his
grave. In silence this rite was observed. Deep
inside, we shared our love for him. They
had been students at the University of Michi-
gan together. He in the College of Pharmacy
and she an undergraduate student. The war
and his illness separated them.

She was now the wife of a Chicago judge
and the mother of a young son and daugh-
ter. But she had not forgotten Charlie, her



college friend. Dressed in fur, a bunch of roses in her arms,
her brown face serene in the Carolina chill, she left my
grandmother's house to place the roses on his grave.

Through the experiences with my aunts an^ '^ne lady
from Chicago, the giving and receiving ^t love began en-
tering my consciousness. Unc> Charlie's show of caring
for his young relative and the Chicago lady's visit im-
pressed me as few events did in my youth.

The /ears passed, high school completed, then college.
After graduation from Fisk University and one year of
work, I left South Carolina to study at the University of
Michigan.

A federal job program
Most of the African American youths at the University

worked in a federal program called the National Youth
Administration. These jobs paid for tuition, room and
board. I worked in the School of Education, though I was
in the graduate program in the Department of History.

Of the 18 Black females in attendance at Michigan in
1936, all but two lived at the Benjamin House, the only
University-approved facility for African American women
students. At the end of each day we gathered to chat and
share stories as we dressed for dinner. During one of these
chats, a friend who worked in the College of Pharmacy
said, "Guess what I found today as I worked with very
old College of Pharmacy files?"

"I can't guess. What?"
"We discovered in the files from many years ago the

records of Charles Johnson, a 'Negro student' from Co-
lumbia, South Carolina. Did you ever have any relatives
to attend Michigan in the early 1900s?"

I was shocked! My Uncle Charlie! My father's brother!

Charles Johnson is seated on the right, next to his brother George.
Standing (l-r) are brothers Herbert, Cornell and Willis.

Here he wa« again, as part of my life. Deep in the subcon-
sc!Cus lies so much of impressions, feelings, ideas and in-
terests: Did hearing in my childhood that Uncle Charlie
had attended the University of Michigan play any part of
my decision to attend graduate school there? I thought
my going to Michigan had been made on an impulse.
Now I wondered. On a late day in the summer, there was
an article in our local press about the excellent history
department at the University of Michigan. I immediately
decided that Michigan was where I wanted to study for a
master's degree in history. Savings were taken out of the
bank, the Carolina Special boarded, and away to Ann
Arbor, without even submitting an application, I went.

At the end of a year and a summer of study, the re-
quirements for a master's degree had been completed in
good standing. A degree from Uncle Charlie's school!

In the tent of a palm reader
In the 1960s, one summer day in Harlem, I went to a

local outdoor bazaar. Just for the fun of it, I entered the
tent of the palm reader. She told me all kinds of meaning-
less things. Then she said, "You know that each person
has one family member who watches over him or her
always. For you, I see Uncle Charlie."

Surprise, shock and a bit of disbelief. Does everyone
have an Uncle Charlie? How would she have known that
he had briefly touched my life from time to time and that
at intervals had reappeared through experiences and indi-
viduals who had known him?

Several years later, I visited a Brooklyn church. After
the services a lady introduced as a classmate of my
mother's at Mary Potter Academy in Oxford, North Caro-
lina, caught my hand and whispered, "You're Charlie's
niece! I met him when I attended school at the small Pres-
byterian school in North Carolina. He came to our school
to visit one of my teachers, your father." She repeated
"Charlie's niece" several times as she continued to hold
my hand.

Several days after we met, there was a telephone call.
Rosetta planned to stop by my apartment for a visit. She
came with a gift for me, a Chinese Imara plate. Some-
thing that she treasured. How did she know that I had
discovered the beauty of Chinese art while a student at
Michigan? Frequent visits to a Chinese gift shop near the
campus had taught me to appreciate design, color, tex-
ture, shape and technique of all that I saw there. That
beautiful Chinese plate has remained in the center of my
table ever since.

'He never should have made that speech'
As we chatted, Rosetta and I, she looked pensive for a

moment. "He never should have made that speech at
Allen." Allen was a small Black College, now a university,
in Columbia.

"Speech at Allen? What are you talking about?"
Rosetta told how Uncle Charlie made a speech at Allen

in which he suggested that African Americans should not
be asked to serve in the United States Army. In a moving
speech, he had informed his audience that "Negroes" had
nothing to fight for in the segregated Army of the United
States during World War I. The audience was stimulated
to cheering agreement. This kind of speech was unaccept-
able by the government during wartime. He was picked

The author on the U-M campus in
spring 1938.

up a few days after
this event, drafted
and sent to France.

"Charlie had a
heart ailment and
never should have
been taken into the
Army," Rosetta said.

A letter from
France

The complete pic-
ture had finally
come into focus.
The loss of the drug
store, the illness, the
sad bitterness in his

family. Several days ago, found in my grandmother's old
trunk was a letter written from France. Page 1 of the let-
ter was missing. The heading on the stationery of page 2
was; "American on Active Service With the YMCA Ameri-
can Expeditionary Force." There was no date, but the let-
ter was written before 1920.

Some of the letter was illegible. I share with you now
bits of the lines that I could read:

. . . has gotten me in such a condition tliat I will soon lose the
little energy which I had left. I was under the impression that you
two were getting $25 per month regularly from the Gov. If they
will only pay you $15, you must keep after them for that, as it will
help carry on the interest. I am trying to get into T work as I feel
that I can get enough money in 6 months to get all my debts paid
and then I will be satisfied. I want them settled and I may decide to
remain here, as I may be able to get more by living in France than
in returning. I'm getting in touch with the better element of France
and feel quite sure tliat I can get a good position over here after I
become a civilian. I don't think that I will have courage enough to
go through any more of Army or the Drug Store business. If any-
thing happens to me, my insurance will cover all.... It does not
seem that Mr. Hardin would object to small payments as long as the
interest is being paid. Well, it is as I thought, a man would be taken
to the army, brought over here, and then if he happened not to be
killed, the people to whom they were indebted would soon forget
that thty were soldiers and had come over to protect them and what
they had. When I left, Mr. Hardin spoke quite differently to me
about my debts, telling me not to worry, he could carry them alright.

Uncle Charlie did have a heart condition when he was
drafted, and his time in the trenches brought on other
illnesses and an early death. Some of Uncle Charlie's pain
was certainly caused by the fact that, although he was
drafted, as a Black soldier he was not allowed to fight
under the American flag. Uncle Charlie, like other Afri-
can American fighting men in WWI, had to serve in
French units. As an invalid, he was returned to the United
States to less than a hero's welcome. Finding Uncle
Charlie's letter helped me understand some of the bitter-
ness and anger that bewildered me as a child. My Uncle
Charlie died in 1923. MT

Maude Johnson Robinson '38 MA, lives and writes in Columbia,
South Carolina. She studied writing in a federal program begun by
the Carter Administration after her retirement as a teacher and
administrator. "The general theme of my work is growing up South-
ern," she says.
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rom a college assignment posted on the

Internet: "The topic for the paper has to do with

the media, particularly situational comedies (sit-

coms). One ... idea which runs through some of

the reading is how older sit-coms (from the '60s)

compare to modern situational comedies.... Your

conclusion should somehow comment on what

you believe people got (or get) from older sit-coms

and what they get from modern sit-coms. Were

the older shows better for us to watch? Are the

newer ones more real, therefore more in touch

with our own lives? Evaluate your points using your

own insights and observations."

Such assignments are common today. College

students are sharpening their critical thinking and

writing skills on contemporary cultural phenom-

ena like sit-coms, music groups and movies in

addition to analyzing Romantic poetry, Dickens

and Shakespeare. Last semester, alumnus John

Rich '48 visited Prof. Bambi Haggins's Film and

Video 365 class to talk with students about his

TV career. Rich (see Michigan Today, March 1986

cover story) produced, directed or wrote for such

programs as The Dick VanDyke Show and All in

the Family, and had a central role in many other

programs, including Bonanza, Benson and

MacGyver, having cut his teeth on such earlier TV

classics as Our Miss Brooks, Gilligan's Island and

The Twilight Zone.

John Woodford interviewed Rich at the U-M In-

stitute for the Humanities, where he has endowed

the annual John Rich Professorship (see box).
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John Rich '48, a pioneer in TV's golden 2ge tells—

Why The Tube
Is Such A Turnoff

Rich

Michigan Today: You told the class you met with that All in the
Family could not get produced today. Why not?

John Rich: Because of advertising influence and fear of controversy.
In the 1970s we were ventilating issues people were talking about among
themselves in guarded tones. The "liberal" press like the Mew York Times
at first thought we were terrible, but the Black press saw at once that
everyone Archie vilified got the upper hand over him. Blacks lived in
two societies at the same time, so they knew how to read it. We showed
what white people said behind closed doors.

We got a letter from an Alabama reader complaining that he
wouldn't watch again because "last night you tried to tell us a Black

man was smarter than Archie Bunker." That was one of
the slowest takes in history! Every character on the show
was smarter than Archie. That was our rule, Archie al-
ways lost.

As for network judgment of what's "offensive," years
later, we had a MacGyver episode that concluded widi a
statistic on how many children were killed by handguns
each year, and ABC removed the message, saying that
if they ran it, they'd have to run an opposing statement.
What could they mean, a statement advocating giving
kids guns to kill each other at school?

Are there shows you like today?
I like West Wing, especially Malcolm in the Middle for

great writing, Becker and The Sopranos; I liked Garry
Shandling's Larry Sanders Show. But the good shows are
a minuscule proportion of what's on. Most shows re-
veal a continued dumbing-down of America. We're eat-
ing our own children. Today's shows don't require many
directors, writers or actors. They use radio-writing—just
a continuous stream of gags with no context. These
shows will fade, but there's an enormous gap because
people who should be interning, learning to mount dra-
mas, are not. We use to have 125 people on every set;
many are now out of work because traditional shooting
isn't needed for most current shows.

Shows like Survivor and Temptation Islandare called con-
troversial, but titillation is not controversy. Titillation
doesn't teach. There's nothing controversial about "vir-
tual" shows except they shouldn't be watched. They're
a dangerous trend. We're on the path to the equivalent
of Roman orgies on television: gladiatorial contests on
islands with mates up for grabs will be next. Extreme
sports says the same thing. It won't be long before we
have Christians versus lions again-broadcasting public
executions, perhaps. I'm being hyperbolic, of course, but
it's terrifying.

Imagine a culture that reveres, what's his name, Regis—
or that indulges in voyeurism on islands for its enter-
tainment? Is there a parallel between seeing inside a
neighbor's house, as in All In the Family, and Survivor?
No, I honestly don't think so. It's like the difference be-
tween today's movie Gladiator and Spartacus, which was a
much better show. What's going on with our society?



What do you think has gone wrong?
Culture is so poisoned now by executives—the suits—

who try to "help" the director and writer. In the old
days, we were asked to make a product, we did it as best
we could, and the business side distributed it. Some-
where along the lines the suits stepped into the creative
process. Shows began to be made by committees-and
you know what a camel is, a horse made by a commit-
tee. "Narrow casting" is what's done today—the segmen-
tation of audience, with programs and stations designed
to appeal to a marketing niche. I lay it at the feet of
advertisers going for a juvenile market that hasn't yet
developed "brand loyalty."

Also, certain hit shows are paying actors $750,0000
an episode. The same process that has ruined baseball
and basketball is ruining show biz. What director can
tell an actor making that kind of money, well, whatever—
you can't tell them anything! So the suits say, let's have
a director we can push around.

My "final answer" is that the dumbing-down process
is ultimately sad, tragic and politically very dangerous.

Academic film and video programs are increas-
ingly popular to students today. Does that encour-
age you?

Today the quality of teaching in film schools is much
better than it used to be, because more people who

worked in the field have retired and become teachers. The
key thing, though, is to get a liberal arts education. I al-
ways support liberal arts programs. They should get their
show business preparation extracurricularly.

Your career has many highlights, but what's the first
that comes to mind?

In 1962, on the Dick Van Dyke Show, we showed that you
could have a good racial joke, one with "good taste," on
TV. Dick Van Dyke as Rob is sure the hospital has given
him and Laura the wrong baby in the "That's My Boy"
episode. The names Peters and Petrie had been confused.
At the end, the family whose baby they think they've taken
home turns out to be African American. Remember, in
that era, churches were being bombed and there was lots
of violence. Proctor and Gamble and CBS first refused to
run it, but Carl Reiner and Sheldon Leonard told them
that they would not charge for writing the episode if the
audience didn't like it. Greg Morris-later of Mission Impos-
sible—played the Black father. We didn't get one negative
letter. In The Mew Interns in 1964, we made one of the doc-
tors Black. CBS objected, saying the Southern audience
would not like it. But they let us do it anyway and the
show was a hit everywhere.

Do you still receive scripts today?
Yes, but if a script makes no sense to me, I can't explain

it to an actor, and most I receive don't make sense to me.
Also, if you're old, you're seen as a threat. The networks
wanted to cancel All in the Family and the Dick Van Dyke
shows after the first year. T h e y didn't succeed. Today,
they would. T h e material I've seen of late, I can't do. I've
had my day. MT

JOHN RICH PROFESSORSHIP 2001-02

This year's John Rich Professor is
Derek Collins, assistant professor,
classical studies. The award provides
its recipient the opportunity to pursue
a year-long fellowship with the Insti-
tute for the Humanities. Rich has also
supported undergraduate merit schol-
arships.

Collins's project is "Master of the
Game: Competition and Performance
in Greek Poetry." He will explore the
"details of performance competitions
in ancient Greece—how the competi-
tions were structured; who won, who
lost, and on what basis."
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FAT H OM
SIGNS OF INTELLIGENT
LIFE IN CYBERSPACE
Fathom brings some of the world's most

prestigious institutions together for the first time.

It's an interactive learning experience featuring

interviews, research, seminars and courses. Explore

contributions from Michigan faculty on Fathom,

from Ralph Williams' course "The Shakespeare You

Never Knew" to Michael Gordon's Web-based

simulation titled "The Work of Business."

Visit www.fathom.com/umich
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LIBRARY
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Tracey Fuchs, volunteer assistant coach of the U-M field hockey team, was playing for the US Olympic
Field Hockey Team against Spaiii when photographer Bob Galbraith caught this action during the 2-
0 1996 victory in Atlanta.

ie photograph, "Shot on the Spanish Goal," is part of
the multimedia exhibition and book Game Face: What Does a Female
Athlete Look Like f The images and text feature 80 of the nation's great-
est female athletes.

After viewing the photo for an interview for the Game Face book
(published by Random House in June, $35), midfielder Fuchs was
asked what she was thinking when the photo was taken. She replied,
"I was probably thinking, 'Get the strong shot, keep it low and shoot
for the corners.'" She did not score, however.

The 5-foot, 118-pound Fuchs has coached U-M for six years. Her
volunteer-assistant status frees her to play on the US team. She has
represented the United States in more than 200 international games,
a national record. A 1988 alumna of the University of Connecticut,
Fuchs played in the 1988 Olympics in Seoul before competing in the
Atlanta games. The US finished eigth in Seoul and fifth in Atlanta.

"Field hockey is one of the world's oldest games," Fuchs told Michi-
gan Today in a telephone interview during a break in her practice with
the US team, which is based in Virginia Beach, Virginia. "Hiero-
glyphics show that it was played in ancient Egypt. Ice hockey devel-
oped from it. I grew up playing street hockey with the boys in
Centereach, Long Island, then switched to field hockey."

If the US is successful in the qualifying tournament in France this
fall, the squad will advance to the 2002 World Cup in Perth, Austra-
lia. "Meanwhile," Fuchs said, "I get back home to Ann Arbor to help
with the coaching as often as I can."

Fuchs came to U-M in the same year as head coach Marcia Pankratz,
a fellow two-time Olympian and the University of Iowa's top scholar-
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athlete in 1985. (By the way, Pankratz, who grew up in Wakefield,
Massachusetts, did score in the game against Spain.)

Under Coach Pankratz, the Wolverine squad has burst on the na-
tional scene, improving from a 7-11 record, and 2-8 Big Ten, to 20-7
overall, 7-3 Big Ten, and N C A A runner-up in 1999. Last year, the
team went 19-4 with a perfect 6-0 Big Ten mark and another appear-
ance in the N C A A tournament.

"It's too early to tell how good we'll be this year," Pankratz told
Michigan Today, after the team posted an early 10-2 record, including a
win over # 1 -ranked Old Dominion. "Experience, skill level and chem-
istry have to have to blend right for us to surpass last year. But we're
ranked number four. That 's a good sign."

T h e Game Face exhibition began its five-year national tour in June
at the Smithsonian Institution's Arts and Industries Building in Wash-
ington, D C . It will run there through Jan . 2, 2002, then move to the
University of Utah for display during the Winter Olympics. Game
Face includes 139 photos in its multimedia video, book and educa-
tional project; it is co-curated by Jane Gottesman and Geoffrey Biddle.

"Game Face traces the development of women's athletics before
and after Title IX, the 1972 law that prohibits sex discrimination in
high schools and universities that receive federal funds," Gottesman
says. "Before Title IX, only one out of 27 high school girls played
sports; today one in 2.6 are involved in sports." MT

U-M Field Hockey Website: http:llmgoblue.com/fieldhockeylO I -02/schedule.html

Game Face Website: http:llgamefaceonime.org

US field hockey Website: http:llwv/w.usfieldhockey.coml
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